WE ARE THE Kings 2017 WILWIWAW
Even in treacherous rains, gale-force winds, dense fog, dark skies, deep snow, and bright sun, we come to school. We come to school with spirit running through our veins and our heads held as though we wear crowns. Spirit runs thick through our halls. Running from the classrooms to the gymnasium, from the auditorium to the field and all over Ketchikan, we have the spirit and support for our Kings wherever they may go. Past and present we stand; through all of the wins and all of the losses, as a school, we stand and support. Whether it is in the back of the audience clapping, in the front row the bleachers yelling at the top of our lungs, or sitting in the commons in front of the monitor hoping to see the first play of the game, our fellow Kings are here to support.

This is our court, our school.

We are Kayhi.

We are the Kings.
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In November 8, 2016, at the end of a controversial election between Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton, Trump won. On November 9, the presidential inauguration took place and President Trump was sworn into office.

The most popular recent movie releases include Star Wars: Rogue One, Disney's Moana, the horror film Split, and other titles such as Sing and Passengers.


This year's top artists include Adele, Justin Bieber, Drake, The Weeknd, Twenty-One Pilots, and Ariana Grande.
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Super Bowl 51 took place on February 5, 2017 at NRG Stadium in Houston, Texas. The New England Patriots won 34-28 against the Atlanta Falcons. Quarterback Tom Brady of the New England Patriots was named MVP. Lady Gaga headlined the halftime show.

The most popular apps right now include Snapchat, Instagram, Pandora Radio, Pokemon Go, Youtube, and Netflix.

The 2016 World Series took place October 25-November 2, 2016 at Progressive Field in Cleveland, Ohio. The Chicago Cubs won 4-3 against the Cleveland Indians. Ben Zobrist of the Chicago Cubs was named MVP.

The Chicago Cubs won 4-3 against the Cleveland Indians. Ben Zobrist of the Chicago Cubs was named MVP.

The most popular apps right now include Snapchat, Instagram, Pandora Radio, Pokemon Go, Youtube, and Netflix.
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Senior
Kinani Halvorsen was nominated this summer to go to Girls Nation to be one of two representatives from Alaska. While she was there, the group of girls toured all of the monuments, made a wreath of poppies to lay at Arlington National Cemetery, watched the change of guard at the cemetery, and met with each of their state representatives. Kinani also mentioned that they were scheduled to meet Obama, but Girls Nation was scheduled the same week as the Democratic National Convention, so they didn’t see him. “Girls Nation enriched my love of politics and my sense of patriotism.”

Junior Piper Cooper went to Vancouver, Canada with Mr. Cran’s AP World History class on their way back from Europe. Her favorite part was when she went to Tim Hortons, and she ordered a ham sandwich and a maple doughnut. Piper also said when she walked off the airplane it smelled like maple syrup.

This summer, juniors Shelby Lewis, Melinda Guerrero, and Chasina Klein went to Portland, Oregon to go to a Twenty-One Pilots concert. “It was fifteen feet away,” Tyler Joseph! Shelby said. “Which was way closer than any of my friends!” while they were down there they also visited Linfield and the University of Washington. Besides the concert, the highlight of their trip was going to Voodoo Doughnut. “We waited in line for two hours and it was totally worth it,” said Melinda.

Senior Alyssa Joelle Dela Cruz went to Lake Elsinore, California to stay with her aunt and cousins. She said while she was there, she went to the beach a lot, went to many malls, and played lots of Pokémon Go. She also went to Knott’s Berry Farm while she was in California. “We went on lots of rides, but there was one that we specifically wanted to ride at night because the view was apparently better. We waited in line for two hours, then the ride broke down, so it was pretty much for nothing. I still had a blast though,” she said.

Before she went to California, she met her aunt in Las Vegas where her cousin took her to a Team USA basketball game.

Senior Alanna Tarbox went to Washington D.C. for the AI Neuhaarth Journalism Conference. Al Neuhaarth was the co-founder of USA Today. “It was a bunch of workshops for journalists. We got to meet the Neuhaarth family, and Sarah Graham,” said Alanna. She said that during the conference, they also went to the Newseum, which she said was very interesting and enjoyable to learn about.

1) Senior McKenzie Harrison and Toni Selsey taking a picture in front of the Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris, France.
2) A group of Kayhi students sitting in front of the Creation Festival in Kennewick, Washington.
3) Senior Nava Garcia and Yvonna Spiga snapping a photo to put on Instagram, while they were taking their senior photos in the meat-packing district in New York City.
4) A photo taken by Harvey Villalfor (12) in Caramoan, Philippines.
5) A photo taken by Kassa Elliott (12) in Riomaggiore, Italy.
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The students went to Rome. Elliot went to Rome Globe, Italy. The Circle One Rome trip was the first in the world class. They went to Rome twice, but there was only a difference in the train station. Once they got there, they went swimming in the Mediterranean Sea. They went to all the small shops around the city. They had to walk up the stairs and take a train to go back. They just left and left the streets lined with candles. They were walking back to their hotel later that night. They all had the same friends there. They stayed in one of the hotel rooms. They were looking at the sun and when they were looking at the sun, they were looking at the sea and seeing the soles of their feet. They were looking at the sea and seeing the soles of their feet. They were looking at the sea and seeing the soles of their feet. They were looking at the sea and seeing the soles of their feet.
Members of the cross country team smile for the camera with coach Leigh Woodward.

The boys line up at the starting line against the other teams ready to run.

The boys strike a pose for the camera.

Sierra Ray (12), Neva Gamer (12), Laura Knight (10), Desiree de Mello (12), Sydney Nichols (11), Tori Seley (12), Ashley Cyr (9) and Breanna Gentry (9).
The Kayhi Kings Cross Country team runs to the finish line!

This year’s cross country team “Was probably the best year,” quoted Ashley Cyr (9). Several went to state and according to Ben Ranniger (11), “The team did well,” on their performance for the season. The Cross Country coach, Leigh Woodward, quoted, “It’s gonna be you against the clock.” From place to place, the Kayhi Cross Country team had it’s losses and it’s wins. Overall the team did great!

Why Did You Join Cross Country?

“The reason I joined Cross Country is because I enjoy running.”

-Benjamin Ranniger (11)

“I joined because I like to run and wanted to be part of the team.”

-Ashley Cyr

“I wanted to join because it seemed fun to trail run for competition.”

-Jacob King (9)

“I really like running, it’s good exercise and everything about it seems fun.”

-Desiree’ de Mello (12)
All Out, All Game, All Season
The Kayhi Football team has a successful season

This year the Kings played hard all season long. They won two games and traveled to many different places. It was an intense season with a round of memorable games played against rival Juneau-Douglas. Injuries were also prevalent this season with nearly a dozen players affected. The team hustled together during grueling practices and played with passion during every tough game this season.

Best of the Season
What was your favorite game this year?

"Juneau Douglas at Home."  
-Michael Starr (11)

"The game against Seward!"  
-Kenneth Hage (12)

"The game against Eagle River!")  
-William Bliss (10)

Brendan Wong (10) moves from the line of scrimmage, hoping to advance the ball.
Kristian DeGuzman (12) doing a warm-up with teammate Nolan Meyer (11).

Stephen Byron (10) and Tarrant Sasser (10) look on from the sideline as their team prepares for a play.

Eli Bright (9) runs down the King's home field.
Swim and Dive

Kayhi's REAL King

From Anchorage to Juneau, the Kayhi swim team has been to it all. Starting out with a bang, the first meet was in Ketchikan. Originally, there were going to be three other teams coming, but due to problems with communication, only Juneau came down. Later in the year, select swimmers were invited to Anchorage. Invitees were: Lukas Oswald (12), Kegan Rhein (12), Logan Hammersland (12), Ashley Young (11), Jaret Warstler (10), Laura Sherrill (9), Anne Coss (9), Savannah Nieshe (9), and Eliah Thomas (9). Outstanding swimmers who made it to the state meet are as follows: Laura Sherrill (9), Emma Campbell (9), Jesslynn Sivertsen (10), Maurice Meirosonne (10), Kegan Rhein (12), and Logan Hammersland (12). When asked how the season went, Maurice Meirosonne said, "It was a good year. It was fun. Everyone had lots of fun. Did well, and some even made it to state!"
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Left to right, top to bottom: Giovanni Cavell; Nathaniel Ellis, Jesslynn Sivertsen, Bryce Matson, Jaret Warstler, Maurice Meirosonne, Jasmyne Cordall, Emma Campbell, Cathleen Pearson, Ashley Young, Laura Sherrill, Savannah Nieshe, Alexander Trigun, Anne Coss, George Dawling, Rachel Winburn, Logan Hammersland, Lukas Oswald, Kegan Rhein, and Angelica Gomez.

Senior Angelica Gomez glides through her 100 breaststroke.
Anne Cross (9) swims breaststroke at the Kings first home meet.

Diver Jessilyn Sivertsen (10) doing a backdive straight.

Diver Kegan Rhein (12) performs backwards somersault pike.

Freshman Cathleen Pearson swimming backstroke during a home meet.
What was most special to you during the season?

"Getting to travel around Alaska, the trips to Anchorage and just being able to see new things."
-Leah Benning (11)

"I would say the most special thing to me was our seniors being so close."
-Kassandra Montero (12)

Leah Benning (11) swinging to slam the ball down on the other team.

Grace Clark (10) and Krylynn Johnson (12) going up for the block.
Serve Strong. Dig Fierce. Spike Hard.

The Kayhi Lady Kings volleyball team did fantastic as a team this season. They worked together well which made for fun practices and games. When a teammate was down, the girls brought their spirits up. There were many memorable moments this season. Some of these included the varsity team getting to have a serving contest on the University of Alaska Anchorage court. All of the matches this season have been between Kayhi’s conference rivals, Thunder Mountain and the Juneau-Douglas. It was a rough season with back-to-back fundraisers and a tough travel schedule, but the team still made it a fun season. The Lady Kings had a great time this season improving their skills in spiking the ball, as well as many other improvements. Leah Benning (11) quoted, “My favorite thing in practice is hitting lines, nothing feels better than slamming the ball on the other side even if you miss 1000 times before you get a good hit.” All of the girls showed great positive attitudes by helping and encouraging their fellow teammates. The most motivational words this year came from coach Naomi Michalsen for the team to remember: “Always maintain a positive mindset, especially in the midst of challenges and difficulties.” It has been another successful season for the Lady Kings volleyball team.
Kings Wrestling

Kayhi’s Kings take it to the mat

This year, the Kayhi Wrestling Team had about 40 wrestlers, 19 of them attended the state tournament. Brayden Linne (10) got 3rd place at state, Vince Tenebro (11) got 4th place, Cameron Harris (11) got 3rd place, Tray Harris (11) got 5th place, Patrick Raufolf (10) got 6th place, and Haylee Stewart (9) got 3rd place. This year’s team captains were juniors Max Collins, Vince Tenebro, Justin Albecker, and Joey Karluk.

Max Collins was undefeated in his matches in Southeast. Coach Rick Collins, commented that this year’s Wrestling Team, “was amazing and did great this season as a whole.” The Kings claimed their 9th consecutive team title this year at the Southeast Wrestling Tournament. Rick Collins was also named the Alaska Coach of the Year.

Haylee Stewart (9) was the first girl in Kayhi history to qualify for the Alaska Girls State Tournament. Haylee placed 3rd in the Girls State Tournament at 113 lbs.

Kayhi wrestlers claim their 9th consecutive team title at the Southeast Wrestling Tournament hosted by Mount Edgecumbe High School.
What made you wrestle?

Haylee Stewart (9) started wrestling because she was watching her brother Payton (11) wrestle throughout the years and knowing that there is a girls region and state. Haylee also saw some girls wrestling and it made her not feel alone.

Matthew Rodriguez (10) started wrestling because Brayden Linne (10) told him to join wrestling, so Matthew did.

Brayden Linne (10) got the Most Outstanding Wrestler 98lbs-138lbs award. Max Collins (11) got the Most Outstanding Wrestler 145lbs-285lbs award. Both wrestlers defeated defending state champions to win.

The wrestling team during the 2016 Bill Weiss Wrestling Tournament.
Senior Marleena Dundas was the manager for the boys’ basketball team this year. She became the manager because Coach Stockhausen asked her to, and she though it would be a fun. Dundas’s jobs as basketball manager included: running the clock during practice, washing practice gear, and doing the score book. She traveled with the team to Juneau three times and to Anchorage once. Her favorite trip she went on was the Anchorage trip. Dundas said, “I enjoyed it, because it was a new experience for me as the manager.” Her two favorite memories of the season was when she walked into Coach’s room after practice and all the boys were doing yoga on the floor. She said, “I couldn’t help but laugh because you could see they were having a hard time doing some of the position, especially Brent Taylor (12),” Dundas’s other favorite memory was when the team went to Juneau. “The whole team was going to Bellamkine’s Pizza, and I had the aux cord. They all requested that I played Taylor Swift, but NOT Justin Bieber.” Dundas really enjoyed this managed this year and wrote the year in years past.

Junior Jacinda Leighton was a manager for the volleyball team. She originally was going to try out for the team, but then realized she wasn’t very good, so she decided to be a part of the team. Leighton’s jobs as a volleyball manager included: keeping score for the games, running the clock, rounding up the balls, organizing the jerseys, and making copies for the coaches and parents. This year Leighton only helped out with the home games. Her favorite memory of the season was watching senior night and watching the how the team worked together during the game. Leighton was a manager for about a month then left the team because of school conflicts. She does not plan on being a manager next year.

Junior Addison Catapon was the manager for the Cross Country team this year. He originally wanted to be on the team, but when he got back from vacation the season had already started, so he became the manager. Catapon’s job as manager included: handing out uniforms, marking miles during meets, taking attendance, and organizing the meet numbers. The only trip he went on was the trip to Mikkokota. Catapon said, “It was pretty chill, we tie-dyed stuff, pulled pranks on each other, and it was all around a fun trip.” His favorite memory from the season was when they had a team dinner at Coach Woodward’s house. Catapon said it was fun because I was a big team bonding dinner and there was lots of food. He enjoyed being the manager that year but plans on being in the cross country team again.
Junior Shelby Lewis has been a wrestling manager ever since eighth grade. She became a manager because Matt Hamilton asked her to in eighth grade. She thought it would be a neat thing to do. When she entered high school, Coach Collins asked her to be the manager for the Mayflys team, and she has been doing it ever since. Lewis's jobs as a wrestling manager include sanitizing the mats for meets and for practices, making sure the medical kit is stocked, keeping track of the roster, keeping track of things the boys check out, and she helps run tournaments and4 the town. She said her favorite memory of the season was Lewis traveled with the team for most of the season, except for state, but she plans on going next year. Her favorite trip was to go on a the area to Petersburg. When they go to Petersburg all the boys are required to be nice to each other, so she said, "It's just like a big family bonding trip." Lewis's favorite memory from this year is when Grant Collins (11) demanded that Dawson Daniels (11) wrestle him in her love. They made a whole tournament out of it, they each choose a partner and made sure to tag team wrestling. She said, "I was really sad, but I was there, and we went in every match every time because that was just how it was. That's why I love doing it next year.

Senior Gage Heath was the manager for the baseball team this year and last year. He became the manager because he didn't make the team, but still wanted to help out the best he could. As manager, Heath kept stats for both JV, Varsity and for the opposing team, he also helped carry gear before and after games. Heath said that his favorite trip with the team was traveling to Arizona this year. He said it was his favorite mostly just because it was Arizona and it was hot and sunny. Heath can't choose a favorite memory because there's too many to choose from.
"I hope that the girls basketball team wins regions for the fourth consecutive year and my dream is to dunk."
- Sarah McClennen (12)

"I hope that both basketball teams make it to state and win, and my dream is that we get a big pep club section."
- Shokim Bauer (12)

"I hope that the K-Highlights get another superior like we have for the past four years, and my dream is for pep club to hold signs for the us."
- Sienza Chandler (12)

"My hopes are that we win regions for basketball and that our pep band blows all the others out of the water. My goal is to be able to play Cupid Shuffle perfectly while dancing."
- Dallin Ward (12)

"I hope that cheer can become a great team, and place first in regions, I also hope that we can hit some awesome stunts."
- Teiara Hayes (12)

"I hope that the K-Highlights perform their first time routine. "Our dance was just put together quickly, but it was fun and I enjoyed performing in Meet the Kings for the last time," said Rodriguez.

Brent Taylor (12) blocks Randy Estrin (12), while Cody Kemble (11) come in from the side, during Meet the Kings.
Lady Kings doing their pre-game huddle before Meet the Kings. 2. Emmie Smith (10) shooting a jump shot. 3. Senior Kyla Welker dribbling the ball down the court. 4. Brittany Slick (11) shooting a three pointer.

When Kayhi Kings and Lady Kings run on the court for the first time this year, the gym fills with noise, as the team members are introduced. All the winter sports kick into gear as the pep band, dance team, and cheer team are there rooting for the Kings. Senior Tori Seley said, “Meet the Kings was a fun event to go to always. All though it is not as pumped as it is when we play teams from Juneau, it was still hype, and you can literally yell anything you want.”

Meet the Kings is like an NBA Allstar game, it’s all about having a fun time and presenting yourself to the community. Freshman basketball player, Alex Malouf, said “It was definitely fun playing against your teammates, but it was the first game of the year so every one was still getting into the swing of things. When you’re in the game any time a point is made it’s always exciting because it’s your team mate who made a shot, not your opponent.”

As always Meet the Kings was a great way to excite everyone for the upcoming season.
Kayhi cheerleaders performing the Kayhi fight song.

Cheerleaders at the kayhi games cheering with pep club.

Nicole Embree (9) getting the crowd fired up with a back flip.

Varsity Kayhi cheer team posing for the camera.

The cheerleaders performing a new stunt after first quarter.
Encourage
Inspire
Cheer

The Kings have Spirit

The Kings have had quite the exciting year with many new cheerleaders and cheerleaders who have been cheering since freshman year. This year has gone great with a new coach and changing the cheers up a bit. They had a fun time with new stunts during the basketball games and keeping up the spirit throughout basketball season. Cheer takes a lot of concentration while doing stunts and remembering cheers. Together this year’s cheerleaders pulled it off while still having a fantastic time and making memories. They made it a fun and exciting year for everyone.

What’s your favorite cheer?

“Fight song” - Kegan Rhein (12)

“Victory” - Maya Parker (10)

![Cheerleading](image)
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Keeping up the spirit with multiple stunts and lots of excitement between the cheerleaders and pep club.
Dance Team
K-Highlites 2016-2017

The K-Highlites continued to dedicate time and energy into long, countless hours of practice, and even during the spring snow storms they continued to work on their routines. All of the hard work paid off as the team earned a superior rating for their performance at the regional tournament. Of course the team also performed numerous times during other school sporting events, helping to bring excitement, entertainment, and school spirit to the events.

Team member Mariessa Seludo (11) commented, "My favorite memory was on the last day of Regions when we sat in a close-knit circle holding each other's hands waiting for the announcer to tell us our rating and when they announced that we got a Superior and we all screamed out of excitement and began bawling our eyes out because what we did was worth the 10 months that we dedicated ourselves to the team."

Molly O'Brien (10) performing during her birthday routine.

The team practicing for one of their performances.
Where Was Your Favorite Place To Perform At?

The Knights performing at one of the football games this year.

"Orlando for Nationals. Got to have Christmas Classic this year.

"Last year and at Clarke Hall this year.

Where Was Your Favorite Place To Perform At?
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Hittin' the Hoops

Lady Kings Basketball

The Lady Kings basketball team was on fire this year! They won the Region V tournament this year, and got 8th in state. The Lady Kings did incredible this season. The coaches, Kelly Smith, Jeff Lund, and Dave Smith led them far with a lot of hard work. Commenting on how the season went, sophomore Kaitlyn Smith said, "I personally enjoyed winning Regions. I felt super proud of the team." Senior Sarah McClennen said her favorite memory was, "When we were at the state basketball tournament; we were trying super hard to get on the big screen; and it was really fun!" The Lady Kings won a total of 15 games and averaged 74 points per game.

Chanell Browne (10) concentrating on the basket during a warm-up.

Kreylynn Johnson (12), Kyra Welker (12), Brittany Slick (11), and Hannah Maxwell (11) clapping as their teammates are announced.
What advice has a coach given you that you'll always remember?

"Don't let your highs get too high and your lows get too low." - Kelly Smith

-Madison Rose (9)

The Lady Kings playing defense against Lathrop High School.

Payton Simmons (10) congratulating teammate Kyra Welker (12).
James David Nordlund (9) looking around for someone to pass to.

The crowd giving good luck to the players through “Spirit Fingers.”

Bryan Lee (9) just about to shoot the ball in a freethrow.

Above: Jacob Smith (12) making a huge slam dunk.
Right: Carter Thomas (9) and a player from Juneau-Douglas leaping for the ball at the start of the game.
The Kayhi Kings have a great season

At all of their home games, the Kayhi Kings rocked the crowd’s seats. With a roar, the crowd rose when Kayhi’s varsity team won the last home game. Afterwards, they went to the Region V Tournament and earned the right to go to state. After losing 50-43 to Wasilla High School, the Kayhi varsity team got third place overall in the state tournament. They won 79-71 against East Anchorage in the boys 4A ASAA State Tournament. The varsity team gave their all in their last game of the season and ended the it spectacularly.

Kings of the Court

Arthur Williams (9) and Ivers Credito (10) running down the court to make a basket.
The talented K-Highlites performing one of their halftime routines.

Marcus Lee (11) getting ready to pass the ball.

Kreyllyn Johnson (12) looking for an open pass to her teammates.

Brittany Slick (11) dodging an opponent while making her way down the court.

Jacob Smith (12) contemplating whether to go for a pass to one of his teammates or to make a quick dash to the basket.
The **Kings**

get the **Gold**

The Kayhi boys take first place in the CCCC tournament

The Clarke Cochrane Christmas Classic, or CCCC, is the biggest annual basketball tournament that Ketchikan High School hosts. Dedicated in memory of Clarke Cochrane, a late basketball enthusiast and Kayhi P.E. teacher, the tournament invites teams from around Alaska, as well as other states, for a fun tournament right after Christmas each year. Some teams that participated this year include Craig, Petersburg, Eagle River, North Pole, and Thunder Mountain. The boys took first in the CCCC tournament, while the girls took third, and each did their best job, working hard to earn their titles.
Our Spirits are High

Kayhi students travel to Juneau for the Region V basketball tournament

As one hundred Kayhi students traveled up to Juneau for the Region V Basketball Tournament, they brought their spirit with them. The Kayhi games were some of the loudest games of the tournament. Our student's voices could be heard cheering for our Kayhi Kings, Lady Kings, Cheerleaders, K-Highlights, and Pep Band, even over both Juneau-Douglas High School and Thunder Mountain High School. Even after having a game every day of the five-day tournament our spirit for Kayhi never died.

At the end of the tournament our Kayhi Kings placed 2nd and got 4th seed going into the state tournament. Lady Kings placed 1st which made their fourth consecutive Region V title and got them the 8th seed going into the state tournament. The Cheerleader placed 3rd, and our K-Highlights got a superior. Our student all came home with excitement, and ready to cheer on both the Kayhi Kings and Lady Kings at state.

One memorable moment of Region tournament was on the fourth day at a boys game between Juneau-Douglas and Kayhi. There was about five or ten seconds left on the clock and lights when out. There were a few noisy seconds of people wondering what the heck was going on, then both pep bands roared into action. They traded of songs and played the lastest, most pumped up songs they could. Most of the students in the crowd then took out their cell phones, turned on the flashlight, and started to dance. Pep Club President Edric Andrew Tiamzon (12) said, “It was lit, not literally, but everyone was cheering, Pep Band was going hard, and the hype never went away.”

State Tournament Results...
Kayhi Kings: 3rd
Lady Kings: 8th

Senior Alyssa Joelle Dela Cruz poses for a picture after her fourth consecutive Region V win. “When the last buzzer went off it was so surreal because we weren’t supposed to win but we did, and by 18 points. At that moment all our hard work as a team had paid off and now I’m a four-time Region champ.

Senior Jelikah Chiarin Rodriguez smiled at the crowd before she and the K-Highlights performed their Region routine at one of the championship games.
Hey Go Kings Go Go Kings

Kathy Pep Club shows their spirit by dressing up for each game

Brent Taylor (12) making a layup for the Kings. "This year's season was great! I couldn't have asked for a better last of high school basketball," said Taylor.

Senior Jacob Smith shooting a three in a game against Juneau-Douglas High school. "I was fun playing my final Regions with a great pep club, pep band, cheer squad, and a great community suporting us," said Smith.
Pep Club

Pep Band
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Kayhi Pep Club yelling a distraction in honor of The Kings.

Pep Club members upset with a poor referee call against the kings.

Alex Malouf (9) dressed in camo and ready for a good game.

Pep Club leaves the stands to surround the Kings after winning intense game against Service.

Pep Club Ready for an intense Basketball game.
Kayhi Pep Club only needs the snapping of fingers for a photo and they all are prepared for a group photo. During the Clarke Cochrane Christmas Classics the Pep club was all for the distractions of the Juneau Douglas Bears.

Pep Club

No one has spirit like Kayhi!

The Pep Club of 2016-2017 school year was louder than ever! Many of the pep club members go way out with the theme of the Basketball games. From dressing up like whoopee cushion, banna, tight suits the colors of blue and red. This Year the Pep Club also got to attend the regional tourn-ament in Juneau. Go Kings!

Holding Signs high and steady.

Posing for a Photo during halftime.

Pep club ready for a game.
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Junior Cooper Grace dresses up as a
beach bum for the Hawaiian spirit day
during the Clarke Cochran Christmas
Classic: "It ain't easy bein' cheesy," said
Grace.

Trevor Holt (11) and Kessa Elliott (12)
intently read their music during a
basketball game.

Christopher Brown (10) and Nathan Eisenhower (11)
playing Dark Horse during a game in January. "My
favorite song to play is Seven Nation Army, because
we get to play a lot of high notes," said Brown.

Sophomore Connor Wodehouse playing loud and proud during one of the maroon
themed games. "Pep Band is one of the best parts of Kayhi and the part of the band
program," said Wodehouse, "I wouldn't know what to do without it."
Play it Loud and Proud

Kayhi Pep Band show off their spirit during the basketball season

As the Kayhi Kings and Lady Kings run on to the court the Pep Band roars to life to set the mood for the basketball games. This year’s Pep Band rocked it every game. The directors this year were Lillian Vaughn (12), and Kinani Halvorsen (12), they did a fantastic job leading and organizing the band through the whole season. “For me, this was the best year I’ve ever had in Pep Band. I think everything ran very smoothly and the band sounded great basically the entire season. We had a lot of great energy!! Directing is a big job, but Lily Vaughn (12) and I handled every curve we came to with grace.

I couldn’t have done it with anyone else,” said Halvorsen.
This year their new songs they added to their repertoire were, 25 or 6 to 4, Dark Horse, Fireball, Buckump, and Low Rider. Buckump was specially added for Coach Stockhausen, he wanted to hear something funky from the band this year. Over all the season went very well and many students and community members are excited for it to start up again next year.

Zombies and Instruments, Oh my!
If you could use any instrument as a weapon in a zombie apocalypse what would it be?

“I would use a clarinet, because you could stab people with the mouthpiece. You got to choose a small instrument, so you can carry it around easily.” -Collette Rhein (10)

“I would use a bass drum, because I could just hide in it and roll around knocking zombies out of the way.” -Benjamin Ranniger (11)

“I would use a trombone, so I could hit people with the slide.” -Sophie Cornwall (9)

“Flute, so I could jab things in the eyes and I could just play really high notes and break their ear drums.” -Micah Britt (9)
The Debate team being awarded and given credit for their hard work over the season this year.

Maya Parker (10) going for a shot in the annual cheer team vs. dance team basketball game.

Jessilyn Siversten (10) shooting a hoop during a warm up.

Brent Taylor (12) and Marcus Lee (10) being referees during a basketball game.

The class of 2017 doing the sizzle sizzle.
This year’s pep assemblies have been run by seniors Edric Andrew Tiamzon, Angel Spurgeon, and Avery Olson. Pep assemblies get fun and silly, ranging from students being blindfolded then spun around and sent across the gym, to Coach Stockhausen teaching a cheer about bananas. Students wear their spirit colors. Freshmen wear gold, sophomores wear maroon, juniors wear black, and seniors wear white. Freshman Besjian Kamberi said he likes to go to the pep assemblies to watch and interact with the activities. Sophomore Chancettifer Dyakanoff likes to listen to the pep band play their music.
Tori Seley (12) and Ezie Anderson (10) posing in style for the camera.

Elsie Heinl (12), Alson Blair (12), Cameron Edwards (12), and Mr. Powell dress in their Christmas attire.

Juniors Izaak Pawlik-Jensen and Michael Starr loving the spirit day dedicated to sports.

Kegan Rhein (12), Orion Denny (10), and William Bess (10) showing off their favorite sports.

Sienzo Chandler (12), Yonna Spigoi (12), Ezie Anderson (10), Alson Blair (12), Victoria Dalin (12), and Ada Castle (12) wearing Team USA ping pong outfits for sports day.
We’ve got the Spirit

The Kings show their Kayhi Pride

A few times a year, the school week gets a little more interesting here at Ketchikan High School. Times when school spirit seems to run through the hallways and bubble over into a tangible feeling you can almost taste. There are spirit weeks. Each spirit week is planned with a different theme each day. Many students enjoy the chance to express themselves in a different way and go all out dressing for each day’s theme. The culmination of the spirit week is a pep assembly to pay tribute and show support for the activities and sports that will be competing in upcoming events.

Dress Like a Teacher Day!

Photo by Lillian Vaughn

Edric Andrew Tiamzon (12) and Dante Traina (11) prepared for sports day.
Dressed To Dance
Posing on the Dance Floor

There were only three dances this year and we made them as fun as they could be. This year, our first dance was the Sadie Hawkins dance, following was homecoming and then Winter Ball. Our Winter Ball this year was very flashy with the creative Red Carpet theme from the Dance Committee. It was quite exciting with the dancing plus a movie area in the library for those who didn’t want to dance the whole time. There was also backdrop set up to take pictures to give the feeling of what it’s like to actually be on the Red Carpet. Freshman Tacoma Coronel said “I think for my first high school dances they’ve been great! I didn’t go to the first one but the last two have been wonderful.”

Friends coming together at winter ball. Catherine Shull (10), Molly Stump (10), Jeeslynn Sivertson (10), Korlen Villa (10), Kailey Edenshaw (10)

Photo by: Devin Dalin

Keri Thomas (11) and Melinda Guerrero (11) making the best of Sadies.

Photo by: Alexandra Boegler
Winter Ball?

"What is the point of winter ball without a great after party?" Katherine Johnson

"We have stranger things to do than walk around for season two!" Ashley Hanzback to Kenneth Hoage

Having the best time at winter ball with friends.

Posing for the camera at the first dance of the year.
Crowning the King & Queen

Edric Andrew Tiamzon and Elsie Heinl win Homecoming King and Queen

This year the homecoming court consisted of both upper classmen and underclassmen. Representing the underclassmen were freshmen Deborah Karlk and Kristian Pihl, and sophomores Payton Simmons and Kyle Smith. Leah Benning and Vince Tenebro represented the juniors. The senior representatives were Kreylynn Johnson and Gage Heath, Havalah Clark and Max Ludwigsen, Kinani Halvorsen and Larsen Nebi, Jelikah Chiang Rodriguez and Shane Menzies, and the Homecoming King and Queen, Edric Tiamzon and Elsie Heinl. Edric commented that he was "skeptical to even be nominated, but then BAM! I was very suppressed." Elsie said, "I didn't think that would happen in a million years." Those that made up the rest of the homecoming court were still honored to represent their class in such a special way. Senior Gage Heath said, "The experience is something not a lot of kids can say they've done, and being able to walk with Kreylynn made it a lot better." Kreylynn remarked that Gage made the experience even better for her as well. As for the underclassmen, Payton Simmons (10) said that she "liked how each class gets to vote for the two people they want to represent them, and it was cool knowing that my class chose Kyle and I to do that. It was a cool experience." Kristian Pihl chimed in that, "Homecoming was cool."
Tell us about a moment in your life when you were really scared?

*Photography by Lillian Vaughn*

"One time I was on the plane trying to land in Ketchikan, and it was so turbulent I thought we were going to land in the ocean." -Channell Brown (10)

"When I was three my mom pushed me off a dock, I was wearing a life jacket but I thought I was dying." -Annie Cocc (9)

"I once had a dream that I was being chased in a car by Nazis with a big drill on the front of their car. Scariest dream ever!" -Isabella Rosey (12)

"My dad and I were at the gun range and I forgot to let him walk all the way back, after I shot my gun he started screaming. It was the scariest moment in my life because I thought I shot him." -Cooper Grace (11)

"When I was five I was riding my scooter and I looked over and there was a daddy long-legs spider on my shoulder, I dropped my scooter and ran away screaming." -Max Ludvigsen (12)

What's the coolest Halloween costume you have ever worn?

*Photography by Lillian Vaughn*

"My body was once a Rubik's cube." -Dwight King (9)

"In preschool I dress as a ladybug and I carried a babydoll around all day." -Melinda Guerrero (11)

"I was a taco in 7th grade." -Liam Kitter (10)

"I was Raven from That's So Raven." -Raelyn Goodson (10)

"When I was little I was Winnie the Pooh, my body was a jar of honey and I had a little bear hat." -Tug Olson (11)
Give us a Scare

Kayhi students show us their creative costumes

In high school when you are busy with all the activities under the sun you tend to forget Halloween, so the night before you look through your house to find a costume. This year many people got creative with their costumes. Sierra Ray (12) was a woodland fairy, it took her couple months to put it together, but the finished product came out just the way she wanted it to. She sewed her costume together using fake leaves and flowers. Another crazy costume was Senior Chevell Lamar’s costume: Using lots of paint, latex, needles, and string she made herself into a victim from Criminal Minds for a day. Also around the time of Halloween the Coast Guard put on a haunted mansion to raise money for Fawn Mountain to build a green house. Many Kayhi students were invited to scare people during a portion of the event. Senior Althea Mae Santos said, “I enjoyed being in the event because getting to see people’s reaction when you scare them is amusing, and I can’t wait to help out with it again.”

Far Left: Ashley Hancock (12) and Kenneth Hage (12) dress as Harley Quinn and the Joker.

Middle: Joseph Kartik (11) dressed as Michael Jackson, Mrs. Kartik dressed as Waldo, and Christopher Solillo dressed as Harambe.

Far Left: Seniors Alison Blair and Yvonna Spigai show off their cute pumpkins, they carved for Halloween.
Class Act Madness

Class Act is Here Again!

Class Act is a program that helps freshmen adapt to the high school life. There are Class Act mentors that help students get used to everything, they play tons of games and talk about the future year. The students involved definitely seem to enjoy the program. Freshmen that participated were asked what their favorite aspect of Class Act was, and they said: Lillian Daniels responded with, "I enjoyed the people we got to meet." Destiny Arrowood responded with, "I really enjoyed hanging out with my friends and learning about the mentors and what they do." The mentors really helped the freshmen out with transitioning into a new school.

Class Act Mentors: Mellinda Guerrero (11) and Gabriel Bowlen (11) grab some pizza.
SBA Officers
Gerik Sherrill – President
Ingrid Anzueto – Vice-president
Frances Barry – Parliamentarian

Senior Officers
Kinoni Halvorsen – President
McKenzie Harrison – Vice-president
Lillian Vaughn – Secretary

Junior Officers
Nathan Eisenhower – President
Vince Tenebro – Vice-president
Madyson Traudt – Secretary

Sophomore Officers
Maurice Meirisonne – President
Connor Wodehouse – Secretary

Freshmen Officers
Laura Sherrill – President
Kristian Pihl – Vice-president

Pep Club Officers
Edric Andrew Tiamzon – President
Avery Olson – President
Angel Spurgeon – Vice-president
Mei Tuinei – Secretary
Kayhi has added a few new additions to our clubs. There were quite the variety clubs to join this year because of many creative minds that were able to organize them. This year's clubs consist of National Art Honor Society (NAHS), National Honor Society (NHS), National Ocean Sciences Bowl (NOSB), Health Occupations Students of America (HOSA), Knitters, Chess, Anime, Japanese, Magic, and Drama Club.

Mrs. Landwehr and students of the National Ocean Sciences Bowl in front of the Seward Alaska Sealife Center sign.

The NOSB club presenting one of their powerpoints for the Monitoring Southeast Alaskan Pink Salmon in a Warming Ocean project.

National Art Honor Society standing together for Ms. Kern to take a picture.
1. MaryAnn Brendible (11) helping processing a seal at this year's annual Elders and Youth event in Fairbanks.

2. Dakota Savage (11), Taw Linsey (11), Nora-Ann Agoney (10), Timothy Cook (10) making seaweed rice balls.

3. Sonny Bryant Guthrie (12), MaryAnn Brendible (11), Dakota Savage (11), Taw Linsey (11) in the Fairbanks Airport ready for AFN and Elders and Youth to start.
Kayhi's got Talent

Many students perform at the annual winter variety show

One of the best-loved events of the Kayhi school year included the Winter Variety Show, hosted each year in the school's auditorium. In talent-show fashion, many students, individually and in groups, perform a variety of ways. Some staff also choose to participate. Talents seen at the talent show varied greatly this year including singing, musical instruments, dancing, Magic, and some comical endeavors. It takes talent and a willingness to get up in front of your peers to participate. Each year the student body looks forward to this Yuletide tradition.
Neva Garner (11) went to Mexico for her exchange and came back with many interesting stories to tell. What she thought was most unique about where she went was that the loved to celebrate everything. Neva went on this trip around the coast-line of Mexico that was called “Ruta Maya” which she said was the most interesting thing she got to see. Neva’s best part about being somewhere she has never been before is “being able to explore and make new memories.”

Giovani Covelli (11) is an exchange student from Brazil. Being in Alaska is quite the experience for him and he is having a great time. The most exciting things he got to see here in Alaska was that there were a lot of bears here, he got to see the northern lights and he got to see it snow here. Alaska is a lot different than the places he has ever been before, he said “being in Alaska is already unique, but I think the nature here is unique, totally different than any other place I have been before.”

Andrea Mendiolea (10) is an exchange student from Mexico. She loves the experience of being in Alaska, she said that “with this experience I had the opportunity to experience new things and meet amazing people. Discovering how connected the world really is”. The exciting this she got to see while here in Alaska is the wonderful starry night sky, the northern lights, and the wildlife.

Lillian Foster (12) visited Hungary for her exchange.
Academic Decathlon

The Kayhi AcDc team has a successful year

The 2016-2017 United States Academic Decathlon theme was World War II. Students who compete work to master college-level material related to the theme in many subject areas. These subjects include science related to atomic and nuclear physics, literature, art and music of the era, social science, and math covering algebra and trigonometry. Students write essays, deliver speeches, are interviewed, take exams, and compete in an exciting quiz-bowl.
The Drama Debate and Forensics team having fun outside of the Hard Rock Cafe in Anchorage.

Mr. Michel moves into a middle guard stance during a sword fight.

Dauntless

Debate Team

The Kayhi debate team takes it to State

DDF is comprised of Drama, Debate, and Forensics. Participating students prepare for competitions in these areas and prepare for formal competitions held once a month throughout Southeast Alaska. Debate students present individual events, speeches of expository speaking, oration and extemporaneous speaking, as well as both affirmative and negative sides of the cross-examination debate topic for each year. Competing requires a great deal of research and organization, as well as the development of critical thinking skills. Often, students work in teams to analyze and prepare both the affirmative and negative sides of a selected topic. The group grows close throughout the year, and many return to compete during multiple years at Kayhi.
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Yearbook in the Making

Each year, a small group of dedicated students at Ketchikan High School join the Williwaw yearbook staff. This year, the class of eight students spent hundreds of hours creating the 218-page yearbook, with the help of teacher Todd Henke. Editors Lillian Vaughn (12) and Brooke Mickel (12) went to a yearbook conference in Seattle to help figure out the design of the 2017 book. They decided to make the theme “We Are The Kings,” keeping it simple and themed around the school’s colors. The Williwaw staff spends the majority of the year making the yearbook, but the work isn’t done there; after the yearbook is finished, the students make the spring supplement, which includes spring sports and other events. When the spring supplement is finished, the class comes up with ideas for the next year’s yearbook. “I enjoy looking back at the three past yearbooks I’ve helped create and seeing how my style and artistry have changed. I think my favorite part of everything I have done is taking photos. I love to capture the little moments that people will cherish later,” Lillian Vaughn said.

Above: Ethan Thomas (9), Noah Sylert (9), Elizabeth Porter-Barnes (10), Hannah Struthers (10), Kailey Edenshaw (10), and Maryann Brendle (11).
Right: Brooke Mickel (12) and Lillian Vaughn (12).

The 2017 Williwaw crew.
The Current

Journalism

Kayhi's journalism class is taught by Jeff Lund. Journalism may be taken by juniors and seniors and counts as an English credit. The students in this class collaborate, research, and interview other students to create the Kayhi school newspaper, The Current. The students produce several editions of the newspaper per year, covering topics such as sports, culture, and current events.

The journalism class poses with copies of The Current that they produced.
Nothin’ But Net

Basketball 101

Basketball 101 is a zero-hour class taught by Eric Stockhausen. It can be taken for either one or two semesters each year and counts as an elective credit. Most of the students in Basketball 101 are on the Kayhi basketball team, but this is not a requirement. The students make improvements through vigorous practice of skills and exercise on a daily basis. Freshman Christopher Paule commented, “My favorite thing about basketball 101 was getting to play basketball with my friends. Anon Mendoza (9) and Arthur Williams (9)”
Hablando
un poco de Español

Speaking a little Spanish with the Spanish class

The Spanish class is taught by Senor Raphael Curiel. Kayhi offers Spanish 1, Spanish 2, and Advanced Spanish. Throughout the year, this class learns how to read, write, and speak some of the Spanish language. Students also get to know about the culture and modern Spanish life. From making art to listening to music and eating food, to watching movies, this class is always fun.

Above: Alex Malouf (9) strikes a pose before class begins.

Three students sit together while working on a project during class.
Senior Curiel gets class started during a fall semester Spanish 1 class.

Steven Thomas (11) works with Jacob King (10) on a worksheet.

Olivia Kinunen (10) and Chanell Browne (10) get some additional instruction.

Jared Valetine (9), Sullivan Schulz (9), Jackson Kaye (9), and Carter Thomas (9) work together to get their assignment completed.

What's your favorite Spanish word?

"Cerveza" - Megan Blandov (9)

"Vino" - Micah Eichner (11)

"Gato" - Christopher Smith (10)
The advanced French class cheesin.

Nadire Zhuta (9) and Besjan Kamberi (9) showing off their work.

Lilly Auger (9) and Nadire Zhuta (9).
Once Driven, Forever French

The French classes are taught by Myra Zelensky and are divided into three different courses that students may take. There is French 1, French 2 and Advanced French. In French 1, students learn about the everyday language and culture of French speaking through total physical response, gestures, movements, games and songs. In French 1, students will tell stories and read elementary-level French books. In French 2, students will continually improve on what they have learned during the French 1 class, while speaking only French during their class period. The students in French 2 explore more complex grammatical ideas. Advanced French students learn to listen, speak, read and write. The students continue to learn complex grammatical ideas through reading short stories and intermediate-level novels and answering questions about them.
Kings Visit Vigor

Kings Take over Vigor For The Day!!

During this trip to Vigor the Kings got to learn about some of the jobs that people do at Vigor like Welding, Electric, Operating Heavy Machinery. Also, some students got to try their hand at welding. All of the students got to see the ferry that Vigor is building entirely upside down, so that it would be easier for Vigor workers to install the lighting and the insulation in the ceiling of the hallways, rooms of the ferry.

Cameron Harris (11) operating one of the heavy machinery in the machine shop in Vigor.

Ivy Johnson-Reese (10) sitting on one of the U.S. coast guard's boats.

Photo by MaryAnn Brendible
Kings football team runs to a season win

Health is a semester-long class which is usually taken during students' freshman year.

1. Kiara Hodges (9), Sullivan Schulz (9), Haylee Stewart smiling for the camera in Health.

2. Lianne Guayarra (9), Brennan Bell (9) excited to do work in class.

3. Some of the Health students working hard.
Child’s Career and Psychology

Child Psychology and Career class is a class that students can take to learn how to work with students as if they were teachers. Mrs. Shelton is the instructor of the class. The students from Kayhi go to Houghtaling and other schools in the community and help them with several different subjects. “Child Psychology and Child Careers is a class that works with high school students that want to work with children when they grow up. We go to Houghtaling and work with students there with reading and math in our “Friends” program. We also go and work with Preschools or Daycares. We get to do art projects and give lesson plans in class, as well as learn about problems that face all students in general.” explains Mrs. Shelton.

1. Jessilyn Svendsen (10) working on some math with a 3rd grader from Houghtaling Elementary.

2. Camille Cadiente (12) enjoying some P.E. teaching at Houghtaling Elementary.


We asked these three students to use one word to describe Child’s Career and Psychology.

Maritime Boats, Boats, Boats

Maritime is a fun class with a mixture of academic and "hands on" work designed to teach students the skills necessary to operate a boat safely. Students who take this class are exposed to marine safety, seamanship, and navigation. Students will use the school's 45' training vessel, Jack Catant, and the program's 16' open skiff to reinforce lessons learned in the classroom. This is an excellent course for anyone who plans on operating a boat, or working in the maritime field. Additionally, there is a series of one to three day field trips taken throughout the year to reinforce topics covered in class.

We asked these three Maritime students to use one word to describe this class.

"Money" Wyatt Batajas (10)
"Interesting" Shaye Skillings (9)
"Boats" Alec Simmons (12)

Far Above: Caden Thomas (9) and Trevor Holt (11) enjoying the view of the channel.

Above: The Maritime Class dressed up in survival suits. Practicing splicing a rope.

Main: The class also got the chance to practice setting up some flares in the field behind the school.
Jazz Band
Music for the soul

Students of Jazz Band get to school at 7:00 every morning to start pumping out those groovy tunes. Sophomore Christopher Brown loves Jazz Band! His bandmates say that he always has a positive and enthusiastic attitude and he can’t wait for the next two years. Jazz Band went to Sitka this year for Jazz and Music Fest. At Jazz Fest they had the opportunity to play for several famous performing artists and worked with them to better their talents. Senior Lillian Vaughn loved being there to learn new things. At Music Fest everyone performed very well. They played with many of other schools from Southeast Alaska and were personally adjudicated. They played an assortment of rock, funk, and of course jazz.

Trevor Holt (11) performs a solo.

Elyssa Foster (10) stands up for a solo.

Jazz Band performs at their winter concert.

So this one time...
What’s the worst thing that’s ever happened to your instrument?

"One time I practiced for a symphonic band and I blew my clarinet. I was tickled when I blew my clarinet, and the wind just went out like that and there was nothing left. I hated it; I really hated it."
—Lillian Vaughn (11)

"Well, I was moving my sax and I stepped on it. I stepped on the mouthpiece and it went down a light and a hall of names."
—Elyssa Anderson (11)

Photo by Melinda Guerrero
Shake it up a little
If you could sing any song for the president, what would it be?

"Definitely Party in the USA" by Miley Cyrus
-McKenzie Thomas (11)

"Leavin' Me Alone" by Michael Jackson
-Luke Dassett (12)

"Allstar" by Smashmouth
-Glenn Cousins (12)

Jazz Choir traveled to Sitka for both Jazz and Music Fests. At Jazz Fest, they learned from many talented artists. At Music Fest, they were adjudicated on their talent, performance, and pronunciation. Junior McKenzie Thomas says that it is a great experience and she loves how it builds the Kayhi choir to a higher standard. All of the students had a blast on both trips to Sitka and seniors Luke Dassett, Holly Haines, Glenn Cousins, and Kay Fazakerley are sad that it's over, but couldn't think of a better group of singers to share their last year of Kayhi Jazz Choir with.
In Perfect Harmony

Wind Ensemble

The Wind Ensemble had quite a beautiful sound this year. The students worked very hard to do their best for each concert they played. The Winter concert this year was especially special because a few talented students played roles from the popular movie, “Frozen” as the rest of the students played a couple of songs from the movie. There were many different pieces played by the Wind Ensemble that made it a joy to listen to, including watching the dancers on stage.

Wind Ensemble playing in the first concert of the year and they were in perfect harmony.

What is your favorite place to play your instrument?

Mrs. Nuss conducting the Wind Ensemble in their performances.

Photo by Kalley Edenshaw

“Practice room.”
- Romuel Donao (10)

“Anywhere there is a drum set.”
- Collette Byers (10)

“At home.”
- Raelyn Goodson (10)
What was your first thought you had when you picked out your first instrument?

1. "When I got my first flute, I thought that I'm going to play this for the rest of my life." - Megan Blandow (9)

2. "I was so excited when I got my first instrument, I wanted to play it all the time." - Nicole Embree (9)

3. "When I got my first instrument I thought I wanted to be like Louis Armstrong." - Micah Britt (9)

We've Got The Rhythm

Symphonic Band

Symphonic Band had a great year consisting of mainly freshmen. Improvements have been made and the students seemed to be having a great time, especially during concerts. There are more percussionists than any other instrument, but they still sounded amazing and have worked very hard. As an upcoming event they are very excited to participate in the US Coast Guard Ship Commission Ceremony in April.
Far Right: This year’s concert choir had a special visitor at their winter concert.

Right: Concert choir mixing up their sections to project their voices to everyone else in the room.

Photo by Kelley Edenshaw

Concert Choir at the winter concert singing “Swingin’ jingle bells”

Photo by Kelley Edenshaw

Far Right: The last concert of the year, when Concert Choir performed without their robes.

Photo by Kelley Edenshaw

Photo by Kelley Edenshaw
During the first concert of the year, Women's Choir and Concert Choir sang together on stage.

Sing like Nobody's Listening

Concert choir and Women's Choir

This year's Choirs decided they were going to be changing things up a bit to show what goes on in class. During their first concert, they performed without their robes and instead wore their choir shirts. The first concert was mainly about showing what they do and how much they progressed in choir class, in aspects such as sight singing. To make their songs more fun and thrilling, they were able to wear Santa hats and antlers to the winter concert. They sang a variety of songs this year and to make it exciting for the students, they got to make up a few moves to go along with a couple of songs.

What's it like to perform in front of a crowd?

“Fun and exciting.”
-Wynter Smith (10)

“Scary at times but after it is a feeling of accomplishment.”
-Catherine Shull (10)
Boys conditioning, led by Rick Collins, consist of various training, including weightlifting exercises, body exercises, and lift exercises. This tough class teaches boys how to become strong, stay healthy, and improve their performance.

Like its counterpart class, Girls’ Conditioning, this class includes anaerobic training provided through weight and resistance training exercise. The aerobic program utilizes a wide array of cardiovascular and cross-training activities.

Testing his might, Christopher Salita (11) lifts the barbell on the bench as Caleb Gibson (12) spots him.

The boys circle up and lift weight plates, squatting and posing for the camera.

Bryce Hosteller (9), Garrett Mulder (11), and Liam Kiffer (10) show off their strength.
Girls’ Conditioning

Yoga, fitness, tabata, and more weightlifting!

Girls’ Conditioning, taught by Allegra Machado and Shayla Shelton, is designed to provide the female students with both aerobic and anaerobic physical training and instruction. Anaerobic training is provided through weight and resistance training exercise. The aerobic program utilizes a wide array of cardiovascular and cross-training activities, including zumba, yoga, and tabata.

Students are instructed on the fundamentals of exercise science/theory as well as proper nutrition. Individualized exercise programs can be designed and utilized for specific fitness outcomes. For students to succeed, it is important for them to have a personal desire to willingly and independently participate in strenuous exercise on a daily basis.

Above: Andrea Mendoza (10) and Teiara Hayes (12) smile for the camera.
Left: Christopher Smith (10) strikes a strong pose during class.
The Native Art Class

The Native Art class is a place where students can learn how to create many different things, including hand-woven baskets and hats, octopus bags, drawings, and more! The students in the class love creating different things. The teacher in charge, Mrs. McLavey, teaches her students how to make some beautiful items. A few of the students in the class said that their favorite item they have made so far in the class was “The octopus bag I am currently making,” Dorothy Rose Outwater replied. “A woven hat,” Code Fowcett replied.
The Kayhi Culinary Class

The Culinary Arts class is a class where students are taught how to cook, clean up, and taste. The teacher in charge, Mr. Edwards, really knows how to make the class fun. His students really enjoy the class and learn many things from Mr. Edwards. A few students told the yearbook that their favorite part of culinary is “The teamwork,” Mollie Pew (10) replied. “I really enjoy being around the people in the class and making the food.” Lane Monroe added. The culinary class revolves around teamwork and helping hands.

Chancellor Dykanoff (10) preparing breakfast sandwiches. The breakfast sandwich is made from a bagel, egg, cheese, and sausage. Dykanoff said his favorite part of culinary is “Hanging out with Mr. Edwards and preparing the food.”
Kayhi students show their artistry in drawing and painting

Drawing and painting students are instructed in specific drawing and painting techniques and in the use of a variety of media. In studio, students practice and create works using these techniques and media within the specifications and time parameters of each project. Cultural, historical, and career aspects of the visual arts are also explored. There is also some time for personal creativity beyond required projects. Students that decide to take the class multiple times have the opportunity to concentrate their work in a chosen medium and prepare a portfolio.
Sculpture and Pottery

Kayhi's artists show off their skills in sculpture and pottery

Sculpture and pottery students are instructed in both wheel and hand-built pottery techniques, as well as a variety of sculptural techniques. Students learn about, and get to use, a wide variety of materials. In the studio, students do a lot of practice and get to create projects. The projects use the techniques they learn and the different medias with specific parameters and time constraints. Cultural, historical, and career aspects of the visual arts are also explored. Additionally, there is time for personal creativity beyond the required projects. Students are aloud to take the class multiple times, and those that do have the opportunity to concentrate their work in a chosen medium and prepare a portfolio.
What is the best part of Drafting?

"How I can take something 2-D and make it 3-D."  
-Stephanie Thompson (11)

"You get to create stuff."  
-Todd Henke, teacher

"Best part?"  
-Christopher Douglas (12)

"I don't know man"  
-Ezra Anderson (10)

Drafting  
From Blueprints to 3D prints

Since the beginning, drafting has held a certain kind of lure for future architects. In the beginning of the class, students do tutorials on Solidworks to draw objects. Solidworks is a 3-D mechanical drafting program that helps explain what students are building and helps students build what they want to. Eventually, the students progress to three-dimensional printing, including designing toy spinning tops for a “Top Off.” The class also use other software programs to create actual architectural designs, like a treehouse.

Mr. Henke’s treehouse that he made in SketchUp. This project took a couple of weeks to finish and included beam calculations and various hand drawings before moving to the computer.
Welding

Kayhi students learn the art of welding

Welding is a course covering the fundamentals of welding safety and a variety of welding processes. Students become proficient in Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW) and Metal Inert Gas (MIG) welding. Students also get an introduction to oxy-acetylene welding, brazing and cutting. Students learn to weld in different positions with an emphasis in flat, horizontal, vertical, and overhead welding positions on mild steel using a variety of welding rods and techniques. Many students enjoy their experience in welding and return to take it for more than one year. A number of Kayhi students who struck their first arc at Ketchikan High school have also had chances to take welding classes offered through the Vigor shipyard in partnership with KIC, or classes at UAS.
Small Engines

Kayhi students learn about engines

From chainsaws to motorcycles, Clint McClenan's class does it all. Most of the time, the workshop is silent, with students focused on their projects. The students work on a variety of things. Some work on engines like chainsaws, others work on bigger things, like a motorcycle. This introductory level shop class covers theory, operation, maintenance, repair, and overhaul of two and four stroke gasoline and diesel engines. Students learn shop safety, tools and fasteners, precision measurement, engine systems, engine performance, and the use of specialized engine tools.

Right: Izzaq Whitney (9) working on an engine.
Below: Nathan Kuehl (10) working on a chainsaw motor.

Photo by Ethan Thomas

Freshman Jordan Geary working on a motorcycle engine.

Trent Olsen (12) working on a motorcycle motor.

Photo by Ethan Thomas
From mopeds to cars, they fix it all

Mr. McClellan's automotive class works on cars and other vehicles, from the engines to the basic repair of the entire shell. This year, the class got to work on Officer McGarrigan's car, along with other various projects. Automotive students get the opportunity to do a range of projects such as painting cars and general work on engines. After being introduced to theory and basic service procedures in the classroom, students perform actual service on vehicles owned by the community, including faculty and student vehicles. Students learn to safely use tools and shop equipment, perform underneath service including fluid service, battery service and belt service. Students also learn to mount, balance and patch tires.

Seniors Kenneth Hage and Michael Greer admiring their handiwork.
Woodworking & Building Construction

In building construction class, students study NCCER Core. It is a national certification that is required for any apprenticeship program. It consists of nine modules from basic safety to employability skills. The students also get hands-on training in tools and equipment used in the construction field. They also get hands-on experience building small buildings. This year the class built a trailer for the Ketchikan Lions Club to be used as a fish weigh station for the Ketchikan King Salmon Derby. They have also repaired and built bus sheds for the Lions Club.

The woodworking class is an introduction to modern day woodworking. Students acquire a fundamental knowledge in the safe use of hand and power tools and woodworking procedures. Students plan, design, select materials, layout, cut, assemble and finish projects approved by Mr. Zenge. Projects increase in difficulty as the semester progresses. The students also learn basic and advanced joinery, finish types and lathe turning, producing pens, bowls and lamps along with other things involving woodworking.
Freshmen Joseph Shelton and Bryce Mattson dryfitting their project before gluing it.

Below: Christopher Harris (9) and Christopher Paule (9) working on their project together.

Above: Crystal Hert (10) holding up her wall to the building construction project she is working on.

Below: Joshua Alguire (12) putting his wall together.
Computer Tech
Tech for the Future

Students interested in careers in Information Technology or Computer Science benefit from the opportunity to learn computer anatomy, diagnostics, and repair in Kayhi's Computer Tech class. Students get to understand the interactions and relationships of hardware, firmware, and software, including operating systems. Students gain exposure to career paths in the computer industry, and gain useful knowledge to lead them toward industry certifications. Additionally, basic coding skills will be taught using a variety of methods and learning activities. The class is largely project based, and some of the projects students worked on included building a computer, installing Linux, using commands within the Linux kernel, creating their own video game using Scratch, and more.

Hannah Marr (9) putting together blocks of code to create her guest game.

Cole Varela (11) creating artwork for the game that he is making using MIT's Scratch software.

Tyler Turner (11) and Hannah Marr (9) working on the computers they built themselves out of salvaged donation computers.
Medical Terminology

Kayhi's future medical experts

Medical Terminology, or Vocational Medicine, is the study of the terms doctors and physicians use in the field. Learning to use this terminology is essential for any career in the medical field. Teacher Zara Nesbitt said, "Really, it's just a lot of vocabulary and diagrams of the human body." Students receive three college credits from UAS Ketchikan in addition to the high school credit. The course is required for completion of twelve different UA medical programs. The medical terminology students volunteer at the Ketchikan Health Fair, manually taking blood pressures, weighing people, and finding BMI’s. Students also spend two extra school days for basic CPR and First Aid Certification. During the second semester of this class, students get to job shadow at Ketchikan Medical Center in the pharmacy, radiology department, emergency room, pediatrician, and orthopedic clinics, as well as at Creekside Health Clinic.

Jenny Rose Lomot (12), Shania Okeni (12) Victoria Adams (11), and Dallas Dillard (12) playing a vocabulary game.

Rizza Rodriguez (12) moving along the table to lead her team to victory in a class game.
What is your favorite Disney movie?

"Aladdin."
-Eric Stockhausen

"Dumbo"
-Evan Raber

"Frozen."
-Gerald Scarzella
Funniest Teacher
Mr. Jeff Lund
English 1
Journalism
Science Fiction
Monster Literature

Most Organized
Mrs. Linnaea Troina
English 1
Mythology
Folklore and Fairytale
American Literature

Most likely to take over the world
Mr. Sean Powell
Chemistry 1
Chemistry 2
AP Chemistry

Best coach
Mr. Rick Collins
Maritime 1
Maritime 2
Boys Conditioning

Best fashion sense
Mrs. Sarah Campbell
English 2
Short Stories
Speech
Asian Literature

Most likely to take pizza as a bribe
Mr. Clint McClennan
Small Engines
General Service Technology
Most likely to pull a prank on a student

Most likely to be late to their own class

Best hair

Mr. Dominic Pader
Integrated Science
Earth Science
Physics

Mr. Cole Maxwell
Algebra S
Algebra 2
Math Analysis/Trigonometry

Mr. Evan Raber
Algebra S
Algebra 1
Algebra 2

Most likely to accidentally be called “mom”

Most likely to be the next president

Most spirited

Mrs. Rebecca Bowlen
English 1
Mythology
Folklore and Fairytale
AP English

Mrs. Susan Stone
Alaska Studies
American Government
AP American Government

Mr. D Jay O’Brien
Biology
Biology 2
AP Biology
What's your favorite snapchat filter?

"The dog filter" - Riley Bolshakoff

"No filter" - Christopher Harris

"Flower crown" - Jalina Williams

Evelyn Andersen
Ashlyn Andreasen
Norman Andrew
Destiny Arrowood
Lilly Auger

Elexis Beal
Alex Beer
Brennan Bell
Megan Blandov
Kalian Blankenship

Riley Bolshakoff
Ashley Bowers
Eli Bright
Micah Britt
Jaydon Buendia
Kinsey Hallstrom
Lakrisha Hargrove
Christopher Harris
Jeremiah Hayward
Erin Heggarty

Nevaeh Herby
Frances Jade Himaya
Brendon Hoage
Kiara Hodges
Ada Hu

Axel Hugo
Damon Hunter
Rose Jahnke
Gabrielle James
Carstens Jasper

Bryian Kamber
Deborah Karluk
Jackson Kaye
Dwight King
Kerly Klein-McMahon

Bryan Lee
Alex Malouf
Hannah Marr
Hunter Mathews
Bryce Mattson

Michael McCaskill
Levi McGillis
Preston McLaren
Anon Mendoza
Gregory Merte
Perks of Being a Freshman

What is the best part of being a freshmen?

"It's all just so new."
-Jordan Geary

"You can still act like a child."
-Meta Mulder

"There is a lot of ice cream in the first few days."
-Levi McGillis
What is your favorite type of car?

"Mustang."
-Ezekial Roberts
Ezekial Roberts
Madison Rose
Devyn Sader
Campbell Sande
Ryan Scarzella

Isabella Schreckhise
Sullivan Schulz
Joseph Shelton
Laura Shemilt
Gabriel Shipp

Adryan Shull
Jeanette Silask
Grady Skillings
Shaye Skillings
Alexandra Spann

Jasmine Stephens
Sarae Stern
Haylee Stewart
Sarah Stricker
Noah Syfert

"Lightning McQueen."
-Erin Heggarty

"Audi r8 E-Tron."
-Noah Syfert

"Ford."
-Alyssa Ray
What do you dislike being asked?

"How do you pronounce your name?"
Jalina Williams

"How do you say your last name?"
Alec Tobiczyk

"How do pronounce your name?"
Jaat Haana Timmerman

"Anything."
Ryan Wills
Who's your hero?

"Superman!"
- Tyler Traudt

"Toucan Sam!"
- Clyde Tarvas

"Mr. Pader!"
- Stella White

"Harambel!"
- Dearly Villaflor

What was the last thing you took a picture of?

"A picture of my little sister."
- Adam Williams

"Two clouds with glasses in between."
- Demeire Williams-Martin

"A picture of my dog."
- Janae Tadas

"A picture of my little brother."
- Angel Trout-Blair

"A picture for my swimming page."
- Ethan Thomas
"The best way to predict the future is to create it."
-Peter Drucker

-Zachary Miller
"Four Words."
-Ezrie Anderson
Dream Vacation Destination

"Hawaii"
-Catherine Shull

"Tokyo"
-Zachary Miller

"Russia"
-Dexter Percival
Bust A Move!
What’s your favorite dance move?

“High Kicks.”
-Molly O’Brien

“Hit The Folks.”
-Duseigneur Paolo
We Are The Kings
What do you look forward to most in your senior year?

"Volleyball senior night" - Lizelle Sagrada
What makes being a junior the best?

"Driving to school everyday."
-Zoe Seibel

"Picking our own classes."
-Mario Rabasal

"We're one year away from graduating."
-Daniel Reyes
“Maturity”
-Nolan Nagy

“Decreased stress rate.”
-Arick Matsan

Darniyen Porter
Mario Rabacol
Benjamin Ronninger
Daniel Reyes
Emilee Reynolds

Luke Reynolds
Joseph Rhoads
John Paul Rodrigo
Dan Rodriguez
Adrian Jemelle Ronquillo

Lezllle Sagrado
Christopher Solita
Dakota Savage
Reese Schmit
Zoe Seibel

Mariessa Seludo
Raighn Semaken
Emma Shelton
Torie Skillings
Brittany Slick
If You Could Only Use One Emoji For the Rest of High School, Which One Would You Choose??

"The sunglasses emoji"
- Jacob Williams

Elsa Snoddlely
Terran Stack
Michael Starr
Dante Stephens
Payton Stewart

Jennifer Strassburg
Lydia Sumrall
Krimsyn Takenouchi
Vince Tenebro
Keri Thomas

McKenzie Thomas
Steven Thomas
Melody Thompson
Stephanie Thompson
Stephen Thompson

Zachary Tighe
Madison Traudt
Dante Troina
Mey Tunei
Tyler Turner
"The purple heart emoji."
-Meagan Jorgensen

"The smiling cat emoji!"
-Tre'ann Denny

"The sad face."
-Dakota Savage

Cole Varela
Max Varela
Jonathan Washburn
Megan Webb
Shirle White

Colin Whitesides
Matthew Wilhelm
Jacob Williams
Peyton Wilson
Ellowyn Wood

Ashley Young
Donovan Yunker
Largim Zhuta
"The roof isn't my son, but I'll raise it."
-Unknown

"In full glory reflected now shines on the stream; 'Tis the star spangled Banner! Oh, long may it wave."
-Francis Scott Key

"A bruise is a lesson...and each lesson makes us better."
-Arya Stark

"Embrace the glorious mess that you are."
-Elizabeth Gilberto

"Ain't no thing like me, except me!"
-Robert Raccoon

"Difficult roads often lead to beautiful destinations."
-Unknown

"People say nothing's impossible, but I do nothing everyday."
-Winnie The Pooh

"You can never be overdressed or overeducated."
-Oscar Wilde

"No reward is worth this!"
-Han Solo

"If you obey all the rules, you miss all the fun."
-Katharine Hepburn
Gabrial Canfield

"No sense in being pessimistic, it wouldn’t work anyway!"
-Unknown

"If you have everything under control, you’re not moving fast enough."
-Mario Andretti

"Eventually all things merge into one, and the river runs through it."
-Norman Maclean

"and i'll be right outside your front door on my twelve speed"
-k.a

Sienza Chandler

"Do you want to be safe and good, or do you want to take a chance and be great?"
-Jimmy Johnson

"It always seems impossible until it’s done."
-Nelson Mandela

Keturah Burton

"If you have everything under control, you’re not moving fast enough."
-Mario Andretti

"Eventually all things merge into one, and the river runs through it."
-Norman Maclean

"and i'll be right outside your front door on my twelve speed"
-k.a

Class of 2017

"No matter what people tell you, words and ideas can change the world."
-Robin Williams

"Attract what you expect, reflect what you desire, become what you respect, mirror what you admire."
-Unknown

"You expect, reflect what you desire, become what you respect, mirror what you admire."
"There are things in life we don't want to happen, but have to accept; people we can't live without, but have to let go." -Unknown

"Time you enjoy wasting is not wasted." -John Lennon

"Life doesn't give us purpose. We give life purpose." -The Flash

"Sometimes you will never know the value of a moment until it becomes a memory." -Dr. Seuss

"Finna get loose." -Fatima Credito

"To see a world in a grain of sand and heaven in a wild flower, hold infinity in the palm of your hand and eternity in an hour." -William Blake

"If you get a chance, take it. If it changes your life, let it; Nobody said that it would be easy, they just promised it would be worth it." -Christina Yang

"Efforts and courage are not enough without purpose and direction." -John F. Kennedy

"The will to win, the desire to succeed, the urge to reach your full potential... these are the keys that will unlock the door to personal excellence." -Confucius

"Life is a journey to be experienced, not a problem to be solved." -Winnie the Pooh

"What makes a man a warrior is his willingness to place himself between what he holds dear and anything that threatens it." -William Boykin

"If there's a bright center to the universe, you're on the planet that it's farthest from." -Luke Skywalker - A New Hope
“Sometimes when you bring the thunder, you get lost in the storm.”
- Isaiah Thomas

“Pick me last again.”
- Kenny Powers

“Magic, it is a sacred power. Magic, it is an adventure into the unknown. Magic, and it is the proof of courage.”
- Narrator of Sentai Magiranger Mahou

“They’re no need to repeat yourself. I ignored you just fine the first time.”
- Unknown

“I hate it, but I love it.”
- P90X

“If you ever think that you’ve made a big mistake, just remember that in 1788, the Austrian army attacked itself and lost 10,000 men.”
- Scienceing

“You can’t stop the waves, but you can learn to surf.”
- Jon Kabat-Zinn

“I don’t know what my future holds, but I do know who holds my future.”
- Tim Tebow
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"You have to fight through some bad days to earn the best days of your life."
-Adnan

"It's not necessarily reality that shapes us, but the lens that our brain views the world that shapes your reality."
-Unknown

"Be strong, saith my heart; I am a soldier; I have seen worse sights than this."
-Homer, The Odyssey

"Bikinis, zucchinis, martinis..."
-Snoop Dogg

"The pessimist looks down and hits his head. The optimist looks up and loses his footing. The realist looks forward and adjusts his path accordingly."
-King Ezekiel, The Walking Dead

"Winning is every girl's dream, but it's my destiny."
-Leslie Knope
you never try you'll never know just what you're worth.
- Chris Martin

"Like wildflowers, you must allow yourself to grow in all the places people thought you never would." - E. V

"I think the word 'adventure' is yours to define."
- Unknown

"Life shrinks or expands in proportion to one's courage."
- Anais nin

"If no one comes back in time to stop you, how bad of a decision can it really be?"
- Will Ferrell

"Peace is every step."
- Thich Nhat Hanh

"When you do something beautiful and nobody notices, do not be sad. For the sun every morning is a beautiful spectacle and yet most of the audience still sleeps."
- John Lennon

"As long as these pants are square, and this Sponge is Bob, I WILL NOT LET YOU DOWN!"
- Spongebob Squarepants
"Upon getting my license, I was told "The excitement and fear you're feeling right now is how you should feel when you enter any new situation." -My Dad, Steve Hudson

"I'm leaving now to go and find myself... If I should return before I get back, please ask me to wait." -Unknown

"It was the best of times, it was the worst of times." -Charles Dickens

"The size of the vision is directly related to the amount of pain and discomfort you are willing to endure." -Perry Noble

"Never interrupt your enemy when they're making a mistake." -Napoleon Bonaparte

"Imperfection is beauty, madness is genius, and it's better to be absolutely ridiculous than absolutely boring." -Marilyn Monroe

"Accept what is, let go of what was, and have faith in what will be." -Sonia Ricotti
"It's true that hard work never killed anybody, but I figure, why take the chance?"
- Ronald Reagan

"Veni, Vidi, Vici. I came, I saw, I conquered."
- Julius Caesar

"Honk if you love Jesus. Text while driving if you want to meet him."
- Maxine

"You live in a universe that is so vast that anything you ever do is meaningless and yet you are a part of what makes it beautiful as much as anything in it."
- Blade McInturf

"Do the work now so you don't have to later."
- Shane Menzies

"Even if you're on the right track, you'll get run over if you just sit there."
- Will Rogers

"All we have to decide is what to do with the time that is given to us."
- Gandalf
"Football has taught me not to be led by obstructions and setbacks, but instead be led by dreams." - Peyton Manning

"We did not come to fear the future. We came here to shape it." - Barack Obama

"I don't know how to put this, but I'm kind of a big deal." - Ron Burgundy

"The tassel was worth the HASSEL! #6yearsinthemaking" - Joyce Poblete

"I came up off of water, now I'm posted at the dock." - Ugly God

"The miracle of Joey Ramone." - U2

"In the end, only three things matter: how much you loved, how peacefully you lived, and how gracefully you let go of things not meant for you." - Buddah

"Mercie:" - Barack Obama

"We did not come to fear the future. We came here to shape it:" - Barack Obama

"The tassel was worth the HASSEL! #6yearsinthemaking" - Joyce Poblete

"I came up off of water, now I'm posted at the dock." - Ugly God
“Enjoy the little detours in the fullest, because that’s where you’ll find the things more important than what you want.”
-Ginger Freccus

“The old rules are crumbling and nobody knows what the new rules are... so make up your own rules.”
-Neil Gaiman

“The only time you should ever look back is to see how far you’ve come.”
-Unknown

“No success that comes without trials and failure is worth having.”
-Mio Rhein

“Don’t act like you’re not impressed.”
-Ron Burgundy

“What takes us back to the past are the memories. What brings us forward is our dreams.”
-Jeremy Irons

“Learn the rules like a pro, so you can break them like an artist.”
-Pablo Picasso

“Well, I’m the best there is, plain and simple. When I wake up in the morning, I piss excellence.”
-Ricky Bobby
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“The old rules are crumbling and nobody knows what the new rules are... so make up your own rules.”
-Neil Gaiman

“The only time you should ever look back is to see how far you’ve come.”
-Unknown

“No success that comes without trials and failure is worth having.”
-Mio Rhein

“Don’t act like you’re not impressed.”
-Ron Burgundy

“What takes us back to the past are the memories. What brings us forward is our dreams.”
-Jeremy Irons

“Learn the rules like a pro, so you can break them like an artist.”
-Pablo Picasso

“Well, I’m the best there is, plain and simple. When I wake up in the morning, I piss excellence.”
-Ricky Bobby
"Sometimes the right path isn’t always the easiest."
- Unknown

"Sometimes it is the people no one imagines anything of who do the things that no one can imagine."
- Alan Turing

"You’ve always had the power my dear, you just had to learn it for yourself."
- Glinda the Good Witch

"Swang a diploma, got 'em peepin' my persona. I done shook dice with Larry Bird in Barcelona."
- Riff Raff

"Are you a one or a zero?"
- Mr. Robot

"Do or do not, there is no try."
- Yoda

"Sometimes it isn’t the people you expect who do the unexpected."
- Terry Bradshaw

"You're always had the power, my dear, you just had to learn it for yourself."
- Glinda the Good Witch

"If you feel like giving up, think about why you started."
- Unknown

"I want the world to be better because I was here."
- Will Smith

"Big hairy American winning machine."
- Ricky Bobby

"You've got to worry about what's coming up to stay ahead of the curve..."
- Phil Knight

"Class of 2017"

"Do or do not, there is no try."
- Yoda
"The most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or touched, they are felt with the heart."
- Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

"We are here to laugh at the odds and live our lives so well that death will tremble to take us."
- Charles Bukowski

"Words can only hurt you if you try and read them. Don't play their game!"
- Derek Zoolander

"Hey guys, sorry I'm late, I'm afraid I got lost on the path of life."
- Kakashi Hatake

"I caught you a delicious bass."
- Napoleon Dynamite

"Few can foresee where their road will lead them, till they come to its end."
- Gimli Son of Gloin

"I'm looking forward to the future, and feeling grateful for the past."
- Mike Rowe

"Listen with curiosity. Speak with honesty. Act with integrity."
- Roy T. Bennett

"I will live my life full of love and full of fun. It's the only way I know how."
- Craig Sager

"Close only counts in horseshoes and hand grenades."
- Deidra Nuss

"Listen with curiosity. Speak with honesty. Act with integrity."
- Roy T. Bennett
“Don’t bother just to be better than your contemporaries. Try to be better than yourself.”  
-William Faulkner

“Every class is art class if you don’t care enough.”  
-Kelekelo

“My most memorable hikes can be classified as shortcuts that backfired.”  
-Edward Abbey

“The more that you read, the more things you will know. The more that you learn, the more places you’ll go.”  
-Dr. Seuss

“Quien es la lechuga.”  
-Rachel Winburn

“Class of 2017”

“Life is like a rotting corpse, if you don’t clean it up, it’s really gonna stink and you can get in a lot of trouble.”  
-Unknown

“Believe you can and you’re halfway there.”  
-Theodore Rosevelt

“Green in the pocket, Top Ramen on the stove.”  
-George Miller
Snapchat Madness!
What is your favorite Snapchat filter?

"The one that puts little faces on your gloved hand!"
-Isabella Posey

"The one that puts those cool glasses on you and plays music!"
-Kay Fazakerley

"The one that makes your nose disappear!"
-Averie Archibald

"The one that turns you into a pug!"
-Elizabeth Weston

"The one that puts a flower crown on you!"
-Sierra Ray
If you could invite anybody in history to a bonfire the day after you graduate, who would you invite and why?

"Drake, because he cares about me and loves me." - Randy Estrin

"Ozzy Osborne, because he's off the rails of a Crazy Train!" - Gerik Sherrill

"Paul Walker. He's awesome!" - Alyx Bruesch

"Robert Downey Jr. so he can bring the Iron Man suit." - Rachel Winburn

"I would invite Leonardo da Vinci, Oscar Wilde, and William Shakespeare - how lit would that be? They're all known for their humor and wit and would probably be absolutely hilarious." - Morgan Wilhelm

"Jim Carrey because I look up to him and he's hilarious. He'd be a good guy to be around." - Drew Anne Hoyt

"I would definitely invite Freddie Mercury and Galileo Galilei. Imagine having live singing and someone explaining to you about astronomy. It's basically perfection." - Edric Andrew Tiamzon
"Kodak Black, cause he's still hittin' licks."
-Kyra Welker

"Iker Casillas, because he is one of the best keepers in soccer and could give me some tips."
-Kegan Rhein

"My mom and dad, so I can show them how far I've come."
-Kathryn Glasser

"Martin Luther King Jr., so he can tell people again how to deal with racial issues, so we are not divided as a country."
-Chevell Lamar

"Obviously Emma Stone, I mean have you seen 'Easy A'?"
-Tori Seley

"Adolf Hitler, so I could throw him in the fire"
-Jake Valentine

"Snoop Dog, because he is cool."
-Max Ludwigsen

"Neil Armstrong, so I can figure out if the moon landing was faked and to learn about what it's like in space."
-Cameron Edwards

"John Orr, because he seems like he could start a pretty good bonfire."
-Cavan Young

"Among Neil Armstrong, so I can figure out if the moon landing was faked and to learn about what it's like in space."
-Cameron Edwards
Gone Fishing on a Sunny Day

This year’s seniors decorate and show off their Fourth of July float

As the surprising sun beats down on the pavement, the class of 2017 gets their float ready to show off to the city of Ketchikan. This year’s senior class decided that their float theme would be “Gone Fishing.” The float was decked out in everything from buoys, to fishing lures, to life jackets, to fishing poles.

The day before the Fourth of July, a group of seniors got together to help build the float. They started by wrapping the float with fishing net donated by Ketchikan Youth Initiative, then they added everything else. There was even wooden stars, which resembled starfish and toy sharks, which were good enough to resemble little fish, wrapped in the net.

The sun was a very shocking thing to see on the Fourth, since the day before was zigzag cast. Many of the seniors were not ready to be in the warm weather, Kyle Welker said, “It was way too hot out and I was not wearing the right clothes.”

“I thought the theme represented our class well, and it was very easy to find all the materials to put on the float,” said Angelica Gomez. “It was also really exciting to walk in the parade because it’s something I have been looking forward to since I was little.”

McKenzie Harrison and Angelica Gomez pose for a picture as the parade starts.

Kassandra Montero helps hang up buoys on the top of the float while Clarissa Hubbard field the net on the bottom. “Having the entire senior class build the float together was really fun. At first I thought it was boring, but it turned out to be a good time and we all had a same good laughs,” Montero said.

The class of 2017 showing off their float to the community, and showing their enthusiasm to be seniors.

Marlena Dundas, Bertha Williams, and Melody Jacksch spray paint wooden stars and toy sharks to put in the fishing net on the float. “We wanted to put toy fish in the net, but when Alanna Tobin came back from Walmart all she could find was dog toy sharks. So we just spray painted those and thought, ‘well that’s good enough’” Jacksch said.
Christian Lorenzo hangs a fishing pole on the side of the float. “We decorated the float really last minute, but it looked really good. It was really exciting to represent the class of 2017 in the parade,” Lorenzo said.

The senior float sign created by Kinani Halvorsen.

Senior Class President Kinani Halvorsen and Tia Rose Simpson pose for a picture with their fishing poles while they wait for the parade to begin. “Senior float was very stressful, but was still a ton of fun. I’d like to thank anyone who helped out and I’d especially like to thank my right hand man Tia,” Halvorsen said.

Edric Andrew Tiamzon decided to buckle himself into the life jacket on the side of the float and hitch a ride. “I saw the life jacket hanging there and I was like, ‘Hey I wonder if I can fit in that?’ So I got in it and since I was too short, I jumped on a skateboard,” Tiamzon said. “I’m also pretty sure it was a hazard doing that, but I didn’t even care.”
Principal Bob Marshall makes a speech at senior walk-in. Right: Dallas Dillard and Erick Tiamzon walk off the stage. Below: Joshua Algure poses for the camera.

Going in for the High Five

Lillian Vaughn

Trevor Ortiz

Tetiana Hayes
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The **Beginning of the End**

The class of 2017 celebrates their first day of senior year at senior walk-in.

Every year, the seniors of Ketchikan High School are welcomed back to school for their final year as a Kayhi King. On the first day of school, the students walk into the auditorium and receive high fives from all of Kayhi’s staff. The class of 2017 had a blast as the whole school applauded and cheered. Senior Christian Lorenzo said, “Having senior walk-in on the first day of school was fun. It was like an introduction to the whole school that we’re the students you don’t want to mess with this year.” After the seniors took their seats, principal Bob Marshall gave a speech and introduced all of the teachers, who made their entrances interesting with dancing, costumes, and Mr. Scarzella even rode his unicycle. The class of 2017 had a great time on their first day of their last year as a Kayhi King.
Seniors, Sarah McClennan, Alison Blair, Neva Garner, Yvonna Spigai, Ada Castle, and Angelica Gomez all dressed up for the "Alice in Cakeland" cake-walk!

Seniors Grant Hinkle and Genii Sherrill dressed up in their clown attire.

Seth Chemick (10) winning at the game, Bungie Run.

Seniors Kyra Welker and Avery Olson setting up the Blackjack game.

Many of the participating seniors getting prepared to set up the Senior Carnival.
Food, Fun, and Fiasco!

The Senior Carnival just keeps on getting better! This year the Seniors went all out in a very fun carnival. They had countless fun games, awesome costumes, and great food! The Seniors made sure to make sure the fun never ended, it seemed! Everyone enjoyed themselves and were walking around with their cool prizes and cakes. Averie Archibald said, "Being around all the little kids and hanging out with my friends" was what made the carnival the most fun. Seniors that attended had a blast. The carnival included two separate gyms. The large gym was dedicated to adults and older kids, while the smaller gym was set apart for the little kids.
Most Athletic: Antony Fenton and Lillian Vaughn

Class Clown: Brent Taylor and Alyssa Joelle Dela Cruz

Most Likely to be Your Boss: Yvonna Spigai and Christian Lorenzo

Most Photogenic: Alison Blair and Zachary Sivertsen

Most Spirited: Shakim Bauer and Kinani Halvorsen

Most Dressed: Larsen Nebl and McKenzie Harrison

Most Spirited: Edric Andrew Tiamzon and Angel Spurgeon

Best Eyes: Spencer Erickson

Best Hair: Victoria Dalin

Craziest Dancer: Desiree' de Mello and Trevor Ortiz

Kay Fazakerley and Kegan Rhein
Best Smile
Avery Olson and George Dowling

Best Truck
Neva Garner and Dallas Dillard

Best Car
Jackson Pool and Tori Seley

Most Changed Since Freshmen Year
Kassandra Montero and Luke Dossett

Worst Driver
Jack Carson and Kyra Welker

Life of the Party
Taylor Moody and Shawn Sande

Most Artistic
Sarah McClennan and Adam Shipp

Most Likely to become Famous
Lawrence Carson and DrewAnne Hoyt

Teachers Pet
Melody Jacksch and Gerik Sherrill

Most in Need of a Tan
Kostas Morley and Samantha James
SENIOR

Victoria Dalin (12)
Devin Dalin (9)

Kaylee Schreckhise (12)
Isabella Schreckhise (9)

Zackary Eichner (12)
Micah Eichner (11)

Avery Olson (12)
Tug Olson (11)

McKenna Kimball (12)
Carson Kimball (11)

Alecjeffrey Cadiente (12)
Kaelyn Cadiente (9)

Luke Dossett (12)
Sullivan Schulz (9)

Gerik Sherrill (12)
Laura Sherrill (9)

Corrie Embree (12)
Nicole Embree (9)
SIBLINGS

Teiara Hayes (12)
Charla May Hendren (11)
Kylee Jackson (11)

Treasa James (12)
Adrian Morris (9)
Justin Morris (9)

Isabella Posey (12)
Dennis Posey (9)

Sierra Ray (12)
Alyssa Ray (9)

Monika Seludo (12)
Robert Seludo (10)
Lakrisha Hargrove (9)

Rachel Winburn (12)
Samuel Winburn (9)
The **Good Old Days**

Kayhi's seniors recall their favorite childhood memories

As we grow up, we make countless memories that we will always remember. We do fun things with our friends that turn into lifelong memories. From our days in kindergarten to making our first friends, to when we learned how to ride a bike, these memories will always stick with us. Senior Sarah McClear's favorite childhood memory was, "When my older brother Brian hand-crafted a bow and arrow, went outside, shot a robin, and cried all night about it, specifically because of the potential of that robin and the possible children that could have starved without their mother." Kayhi's seniors remember some of their funniest and most memorable times with great friends and family.

Above: Trevor Scott and Jackson Pool on their first day of kindergarten. Right: Alyssa Joelle Dela Cruz and Edric Andrew Tiamzon in 7th grade.
Way Back When...

What is your very first memory?

"I tried to show my mom a disappearing act magic trick that consisted of me taking some dimes from my mom’s purse and shoving them up my nostrils until they were out of sight. Everything went just fine until the time came to take them out. I managed to get a few of them stuck up there and we ended up spending the night in the ER getting change pulled out of my nose."

Logan Hammersland

"Meeting my mom at the airport after she had gone on a trip when I was about three. She brought me back an Elmo stuffed toy and I remember being really happy."

Yonna Spigai

"When I was in preschool, Kirani Halvorsen came up to me and started talking to me, but I was so shy that I didn’t say anything back, but we still ended up being best friends."

McKenna Kimboll

"When in preschool, Kirani Halvorsen came up to me and started talking to me, but I was so shy that I didn’t say anything back, but we still ended up being best friends."

McKenna Kimboll
Guess who?
Brooke Mickel

Congratulations Brooke!
Love, Mom, Dad, & Connor

Taylor Moody

The sky is the limit, Kid! We are so excited to see where life takes you. We are so proud of you!
Love, Dad, Mom, & Hannah
Congratulations Anna! We are proud of you!
Love, Mom & Dad

Victoria Dalin

Victoria, God Blessed Us The Day You Were Born. You Are A Great Big Sister And A Wonderful Daughter. You Are So Driven That We Know Whatever You Put Your Mind To You Will Accomplish. We Love You To Heaven And Back!!

Mom, Dad, Devin, Tristin, and Bow

** For I Know The Plans I Have For You Declares The Lord. Plans To Prosper You And Not To Harm You, Plans To Give You A Hope And A Future. Jeremiah 29:11 **
Jackson - We have watched you grow from an impossible to contain toddler into a focused, determined, and respectful, young man who has kept that same enthusiasm for life. Your strong will to succeed is going to take you far in life, and we can't wait to see what else you will accomplish. Congratulations kiddo!! Love Mom, Dad, & Big Bro

Gage Heath

You grew up so quickly. Love you clear to the curtains! Love, Mom

So proud of you Gage. Hope all of your days are as happy as these. Love, Dad
Congratulations Trevan!
Love Mike, Mom, Mitchell, Rhianna, Megan, Becca, Emily & Bill!
Arra Seludo
Chase your dreams. All you have to do is believe that you can achieve, because we believed in you. Good luck! Mom, Dad and Brother love you so much.

Edric Tiamzon
Edric! We are very proud of you! You are so talented and bright! We know you will do very good in life! Love Mom, Papa, Marc, and the rest of the family.

AJ Dela Cruz
There is nothing in this world that could affirm God’s special love for you. Your journey is about to start and we know you can achieve anything with your perseverance, talent, and intelligence! We love you! -Mom, Dad, Alyanna, Edward and Jozaiah
We are so proud of you, son. Let today be the start of something new.

Love, Mom and Dad

Maddy, you are a shining example of what a daughter can be — loving, compassionate, beautiful, good, honest, principled, determined, independent, sensitive and intelligent. You are a shining example of what every parent wishes their daughter were. I'm so very proud of you.

Love, Mom, Dad and Nina

Tristin Boney

Seems like just yesterday you were our little JT, Grunt Pooter, Rider Man exploring the neighborhood with your Snoop Dog... Look at you now. It has been a privilege and an honor to watch you grow up to become such an incredible, hardworking, intelligent, strong, kind, and compassionate adult. May God be with you every step of the way as you continue life's journey. We are so very proud of you!

Love, Mom, Dad, and Sisa
McKenzie Harrison

We are so proud of you! You are an amazing young lady and we cannot wait to see where your future adventures will take you! Love you to the moon and back!

Dad, Mom, Mikayla, Grandma & Grandpa

Spencer Erickson

Congratulations! We are so proud of you and know you will do great things in life.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Austin and Coug
Pablo Orta

we are so proud of you. We are a noble and helpful young man. We love you!

Mom, Dad, Luisa and Carlos

Angie Gomez

Angie, we are so proud of you. We love you because you are the kindness and the sunshine of the family.

Mom, Dad, Sara, Eddy
Shawn Patrick Sande,
Thank you for continuing to show the rest of us what W. Whitman meant when he said: "From this hour I ordain myself loos'd of limits and imaginary lines." It is your willingness to leap from the cliff with hope of flying rather than fear of falling that has always amazed your family. Keep searching for the adventure, find new places to explore, lead with kindness, learn something new everyday and remember you are loved beyond measure.
Mom, Dad, & Campbell Rose
Yogi Berra said: “Little League Baseball is a good thing because it keeps the parents off the streets.” Thanks fellas for keeping us off the streets and remember that no matter where you go and what you do, we will be cheering for you.

With love from your S.S. Parents

You make us proud! We love you! -Mema and Papa
Joy & love to you always, Jacko! -Dad, Mom, & Lizzie

Jack Carson
Shakim Bauer

From the first day I held you in my arms I was proud to be your mom. I wanted nothing but the best for you. I wanted you to be smart, a gentleman, a hardworker, athletic, determined, respectful, and to have a kind heart, and somehow you have become all of that. I'm still so very happy and proud to be your mom. I will love you forever and you will always be my boo.

Love, Mom

Max Ludwigsen

Congratulations son. We are so proud of you.

Love, Dad & Tam

Alec Simmons

May you always keep your passion for the outdoors. Here is to your biggest adventure of all!! We love you...

Mom, Dad, Brooke and Payton
Kyra Welker

Ky Ky - We are so proud of all your accomplishments and the person you've become. You are meant for amazing things and we can't wait to see what you'll do next. Congratulations!

Love, Mom, Zane, Mayson, Grandma, and Grandpa

Avery Olson

Congratulations and best of luck to our favorite girl. Never miss a chance to dance. We love you!

Mom, Dad, and Tug
Alison Blair

Congratulations Alison Elizabeth!
We are all so very proud of all that you have accomplished so far. Keep learning, follow your dreams, never forget how much you are loved!

Love,
Mom,
Dad,
Karly & Charlie

Ada Castle

Ada Elizabeth, you will always be our favorite daughter.

Congratulations!

Love,
Mom & Dad
Congratulations Elsie Marie! We are so proud of you!

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Nena & Buddy

McKenna Kimball
Congratulations Kenna-doll!! You are amazing... Always!!

Have courage and be kind.

We love you,
Dad, Mom,
Collin, Carson,
Peyton & Avery
Zach Verney
Let your dreams take you to Infinity and Beyond!!! We are so very very proud of you.

Zach Verney & Kostas Morley
Alaskan Grown Besties! We can't wait to see what the next 18 years bring you both. We love you both!
Desiree, James, Chris, and Jessica
Cody Workman

Cordell, you have grown so much and come so far, we are very proud of the man you have become! Love, Mom and Dad

Logan Hammersland

Congratulations Logan! Best wishes for happiness and success! Love you always!
Gerik Sherrill

Gerik, we are proud of your accomplishments and the person you have become. You've worked hard to reach your goals and now embark on a new journey of achievement. We know you will succeed in everything you do. Your reward lies ahead. Congratulations!

Love always, Mom, Dad, Ella, and Laura

Dallin Ward

"Insert Inspirational message from parents here."

LOL,
Mom and Dad
We saw you and knew we'd be in for a wonderful adventure! Congratulations George!! We are so proud.

George Dowling

Congratulations Grant! May you continue to be successful with everything you do.

Love,
Dad, Jen, Gavin, Leelah, Coop and Ruger

Grant Hinkle

Mom and Dad

Josh Alguire

Our wish for you is to continue to grow, learn and take chances. Keep going forward. We are so proud of you.
You are resilient and kind, you are our shiny star that is so bright. May your dreams come true. We love you!

Gabrial Canfield

Congratulations Sierra! May all your hopes and dreams come true. Keep reaching for the stars. Love always, your family

Shania Olsen

Shania Leigh - We are very proud of you. Dream big, reach for the stars, and always remember we believe in you. We love you to the moon and back,

Mom & The Lee
Corrie Embree

"Trust in the Lord with all thine heart; and lean not unto thine own understanding.
In all thy ways acknowledge him, and he shall direct thy paths."
(Proverbs 3:5-6, KJV)

With Love Always,
Dad & Mom
Kreylynn Johnson

Kreylynn,
We love you more than anything in this world. You have made us so proud of the amazing young lady you have become. We cannot wait to see what lies ahead of you as you enter a new chapter of your life. One thing we can guarantee is that no matter what life sends your way, you will DOMINATE! Remember we will be here for you and will love you always!
Love you, Mom, Dad, Bree, and Isaac
Carolina Stuart

Carolina, it was the most amazing thing that happened in our lives, to have an incredible daughter like you: Loving, Caring, Strong, and Smart. We are so proud of you! Our wish is that your dreams take you on a journey of opportunities, and to the most special places your heart leads you.

Love You More Than Anything in This World.

Daddy-Cool, Michka, and your brother Richard

Kinani Halvorsen

You've come a long way! Onward and upward, let your brilliance shine! Way to go Nani!
Love ya, Mom, Dad, Kee & Kirsty

By Hannah Stuart
Tia’Rose Simpson

Doll, at times we wish you wouldn’t have grown up so fast but we realized that would have kept us from seeing you turn into the beauty you are today. We love you babygirl and are so proud of you.

Mom, Dad, Michael Jr., Jason, Ryan, and Dustin
Hurricane James

May you have a thousand blessings and joys laid in your path; and know that I stand behind you always.

All my love,
Mom

Alanna Tarbox

Congrats Alanna! We are so proud of you. You are going to do great.
Love,

Mom, Ray, Nana and kids
Lillian Dee Vaughn

Congratulations - We are so incredibly proud of you! You have grown into such a wonderful person!
Love you lots Doodle Bug!
Love, Mom and Gram

Yvonna Spigai

We love you all the Flowers!!! XOXO
Love Holly Jayne, Julia, Al, and Mom

Kay Fazakerley

Congratulations Kay.
We are proud of you.

-Dad, Mom, and Jillianne
Noah - we love you and know God has big plans for you. You have blessed our lives so much. We are proud of you.
Love Mom, Dad, Brock, Charlie, & Simon

Kegan Rhein

The greatest friend of man is Time. Her greatest enemies are Prejudice, and her constant companion is Humility.
- Charles Caleb Colton
This is only the beginning.
Love M & D.

Katy Glasser

Where did the time go? It feels like yesterday we were feeding brandeons in the park and playing with dolls now you’re graduating high school! We love you lots and are here for you always!
Love Rhianna & Jeff

Lukas Oswald

We are so proud of the young man you’ve become! Keep those eyes bright as you enter the big world!
Love Mom, Dad, & Emma

Christian Lorenzo

We will always be proud of you. Congratulations and we love you so much Anak.
Congratulations Luke! We are so proud of you!
Love,
Dad, Mom, & Katie

From the beginning until the end of time we will always be proud of you. Congrats (hard work paying off). Love, your family

We are so proud of you! Good luck in college and we love you!
From: Mom, Dad, LJ, & Kai
Dallas Dillard

Go confidently in the direction of your dreams!

Dallas Dillard- My hope is that I have guided and encouraged you to have the confidence to always be brave, courageous, humble, and kind. Your wisdom astounds me and I am honored you are mine! - Momma

Love, your family

AJ, Congratulations on your graduation! We couldn't be more proud.
Love,
Mom, Dad & Kaelyn

Go confidently in the direction of your dreams!

AJ Cadiente

Kaylee Schreckhise

Kaylee Schreckhise, we are so proud of you! You are so sweet and a joy to have in our lives. With bunches of love,
Dad, Mom, & Isabella

Aleisha Rose, We are so proud of such a beautiful hard working woman you have become! Congrats! Love, Dad & Mom & all your siblings!

Aleisha Hayward
"The next President of the United States." We are so proud of you Randy!
Love Mom, Dad, Rebecca & Allen
Jordan Sader

Jordan, you will always be our little Jordy. We can't wait to see what the future brings for you. We are very proud of the kind young man you have become. Congrats on your graduation! We love you!!!

Mom, Dad, Nicole, Devyn, Grandma & Grandpa
Clarissa, “Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not in your own understanding, in all your ways acknowledge Him and He shall direct your paths.” -Proverbs 3:5-6 is our prayer for you as you move forward into the future. We are very proud of the young lady you are. I cannot believe time has flown by since you were this size. Love, Mom, Dad, and Douglas

Congratulations Clarissa, Never forget Jesus said, “I am the light of the world,” therefore shine for Him. Love always, Grandma & Papa

Missy, You are AWESOME!!
Much love, Auntie Tina & Uncle Gary

Clarissa Hubbard
We're so proud you, Isabel Spencer Landis!

"Every good and true thing is given to us from Heaven and comes down from God."
-James 1:17
We hope you never lose your sense of wonder... We hope you dance! We love you and are so proud of you!
Mom, Dad, Joshua, & Mylee
Micah Stickwan

"I'm Mighty Micah! Hear me ROAR!"
“Laughter is the sun that drives winter from the human face.” - V. Hugo. Always laugh, life is short and your laughter lights lives.

Anna and Mom
We are so proud of you son! Don't lose the funny, it will take you somewhere, someday! Love you so much,
Mom, Dad, Cody, Carlee, Casidee, and Cambree

Caleb Zartman

Zack Eichner
Z, we are so proud of you and love you tons.
Mom, Dad, and Micah(Bro)
Bugg Carson

Congratulations Bugg Carson!

Know no limits. You can achieve anything.
Love, Dad

Bella Posey

You ARE already amazing.
Love, Mom
You amazed us on the day you were born and have continued to do so every day since. We're proud of the young woman you've become. Love you to the moon and back times a trillion!

Dad, Mom, Todd, Ahna and Koli
Grandma, Grandpa, Nana, Papa, Auntie Trish, Grandma Jan and your uncles love you so much too!

Super proud of you, Havalah. You will always be our Diddie-Boo.

Havalah Clark
Trevor Brock

Trevor, we are so proud of the young man that you have become. Keep focused on your goals and keep your integrity and you will continue to succeed.

Love,
Mom,
Grandma &
Papa Greer

Jake Valentine

We love you Jake! Remember, "Other things may change us, but we start and end with family"

- Anthony Brandt

Love,
Mom &
Dad
Congratulations to my 6th grade students of 2011 as you graduate from high school!

Mrs. Eileen Truitt

Sarah McClennan

Sarah, we are very proud of you!

Congratulations, we love you and look forward to a very bright future!
McKenzie Dunn

Congratulations Princess! We are so proud of you.
Love, Mom & Dad

Larsen Nebel

Always dance like nobody's watching
Thank You to all the Businesses who Supported this Year's 2016 - 2017 Yearbook

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Burger Queen</th>
<th>Potlatch Park</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KPU</td>
<td>Shines's Designs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAPA Service Auto Parts</td>
<td>Stone Deck Pizza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmolck Mechanical Contractors</td>
<td>The Lure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Auto Works</td>
<td>Bernie's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska Marine Lines</td>
<td>Ketchikan Ready Mix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bee's Landscaping</td>
<td>Woodwright Construction Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All American Auto</td>
<td>Tongass Federal Credit Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annabelle's</td>
<td>Madison Lumber &amp; Hardware Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Landing Hotel</td>
<td>Stonetree Veterinary Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creek Street Chum</td>
<td>Twisted Scissors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gateway City Realty</td>
<td>The Green Coffee Bean Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Island to Island Veterinary</td>
<td>Restorative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketchicanvas &amp; Upholstery</td>
<td>North Shore Gardens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ketchikan's Gold Pan Pizza</td>
<td>Asian Garden Sushi Bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighthouse Services</td>
<td>Seawind Aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New China Restaurant</td>
<td>Shear Magic Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceanview Restaurant</td>
<td>Timber &amp; Marine Supply Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parnassus Books and Gifts</td>
<td>Basic Transportation Inc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
KPU TV is proud to support the successes of our students.

Watch all the Kayhi sports and activities on KPU TV 684

Located in the Plaza

228-5474

Congratulations Class of 2017!
Schmolk Mechanical is happy to support the class of 2017. We know the class will work hard to make our world a better place for themselves and those who follow. Congratulations!
ASE Master Certified Technicians

Factory Diagnostic Equipment

Located behind the state troopers

THE AUTO WORKS

Free Shuttle

225-5632

Congratulations Graduates!
Best of luck in all your future endeavors.

ALASKA MARINE LINES
www.shipaml.com

Bee's Landscaping
11794 North Tongass Hwy
(907) 821-2729
Lighthouse Service
Guaranteed Service and Repair at a Price That's Fair
Joe Griffin
10730 N Tongass Hwy
Ketchikan, AK 99901
907-247-2244
lighthouseservice@gmail.com

New China Restaurant
Authentic Chinese & Thai Cuisine
431 Dock Street, Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
PHONE: (907) 247-2828 OR (907) 247-2288
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • 11 AM TO 9 PM
CATERING & DELIVERY

Oceanview Restaurant
1831 Tongass Ave.
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
www.oceanviewmexx.com
Follow Us on Facebook

Charlotte Glover
Parthenon
BOOKS & GIFTS
105 Stedman Street
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
907-225-7690
parnassusak@gmail.com

Shine's Designs
Heather Pritz
Owner
Call or Text: (907) 617-3786
Address: 2853 Tongass Ave. Suite 202

STONE DECK PIZZA
240-3325
Mon. through Thurs: 11 to 8 p.m. • Friday and Saturday: 11 to 9 p.m. • Sunday: Noon to 7 p.m.
New Owners! New Hours! Same Great Taste!
Proudly Supports Ketchikan's Youth

TV's Appliances Mattress Furniture
Call 225-3148

HAROLD ENRIGHT
Owner, President

KETCHIKAN READY MIX & QUARRY INC.
Serving Southeast Alaska

4418 N. Tongass Hwy.
Ketchikan, AK 99901

Telephone (907) 225-2925
Fax (907) 225-0518

PROMOTING KETCHIKAN'S YOUTH

Woodwright CONSTRUCTION INC

"Reputation Is Everything"
Don Loughman - General Contractor - (907)225-9663
E-Mail: wood@kpunet.net
MADISON HARDWARE & LUMBER

BEHIND EVERY PROJECT IS A TrueValue

stonetree veterinary clinic

dPartner in your pets' health and happiness

Twisted Scissors

Yvonne Ripley
Owner / Hair Stylist

(907) 225-HAIR (4247)
10764 N. Tongass Hwy
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901

Two Hippie Chicks

Elizabeth Martin
Head Hippie Chick

106 Water St
Ketchikan AK 99901

www.facebook.com/TwHippieChicks
Shear Magic
Full Service Family Salon
Men - Women - Children

- Hairstyling
- Tanning
- Facials
- Manicures
- Pedicures
- Skin Care
- Spa Services
- Body Waxing
- Aroma Therapy

Phone 907.225.2573
Fax 907.247.2585
Located in the Plaza Mall
Ketchikan, AK 99901

Timber and Marine Supply Inc.

Honda ATVs, motorcycles, scooters, pumps, generators, engines, outboards, EZ Loader Trailers, boats, Stihl saws and trimmers, Suzuki outboards - Sales and Service

Owned by two Kayhi graduates

"Large enough to take care of all your needs, small enough to care!"

Ketchikan
2535 Tongass
PO Box 6236
Ketchikan, AK 99901
Fax (907) 247-5390

www.thebestdealonwheels.com

BASIC TRANSPORTATION

By Laver Vagrin
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Size</th>
<th>9x12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Binding Type</td>
<td>Case bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80 lb. Dull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>Enamel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80 lb. Matte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endsheets</td>
<td>Lexitone with silk screening and foil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page Count</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Copies</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>$15,205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad Prices</td>
<td>$65 per block, 8 blocks per page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page Layout</td>
<td>Adobe InDesign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaging</td>
<td>Adobe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameras</td>
<td>Photoshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pentax K-r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pentax K-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nikon D-5300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nikon D-5200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>Apple iMac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Epson V700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Photo Scanner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fonts</td>
<td>Limerick-Xlight, Limerick-Regular, Olympia-Heavy, Olympia-Light, Minion Pro, Olympia-BoldCond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery</td>
<td>May 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printer</td>
<td>HP Color Laserjet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CP601 dn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balfour Rep</td>
<td>Kerri Smead</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Are The Igs
Colmenares, Darryl
Colmenares, Denzel
Jan
Constantine, Reene: 95
Cook, Timothy: 55, 70
Cooper, Piper: 6, 59
Corbett, Jade
Cornwall, Megan: 58, 96
Cornwall, Patrick
Cornwall, Sophie: 41
Croton, Tacoma
Corporon, Brandon: 144
Crorea, Franklyn: 58
Crorea, Rozhtom
Crorea, Ruvelen
Coss, Anne: 14, 50
Coss, John: 10, 59
Cousins, Glenn: 75, 75, 161, 195
Crivelli, Giovani: 14, 57
Cox, Delmar
Cubtree, Sophia
Cugun, Devin
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